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Summary
“Multimodal & multilevel design models” of streets form a new conceptual instrument whose
main purpose is to support cooperation in street design. Throughout the work of defining,
evolving and refining a street project, this approach provides all “co-designers” with: (1) a
method for organizing the design tasks and processes in such a way as to initiate both
technical and political co-operations between the various people involved, and (2) some
constellations of well-built, well-thought and well-tried models of streets, avenues, bus lanes,
sidewalks, districts, arcades, boulevards… meant to constitute reliable supports and rich
resources for the running of such a method. This research shows how these models & method
may initiate the building of a kind of an urbanistic knowledge and how, finally, this urbanistic
knowledge may support the grounding and restructuring of street design.
The precedent report (D1.2 Specifications for the design of multimodal streets) has raised
some of the major stakes of today street design; it has proposed a systemic approach to street
production and a set of design operators that may help urbanists and researchers to conceive
new models of street; first applications of these tools have also been carried out through the
construction of a street forms classification and the realization of a cartography of street
“design kinds” and “design models”.
The present report (D1.3 Models for the design of multimodal streets) will be especially
dedicated to the exposition of
-A- The design method enabling the use of design operators and design models while
planning a new street design.
-B- The design models of streets, avenues, boulevards and bus lanes that have been
formalized during the research.
-C- The application case in which some of these models have been applied to the design of
one of Wattrelos’ city entrances according to the design method presented in part -A-.
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-A- Design framework: restructuring street design

I. Defining a general framework: the continuous process of space production

We have set in D1.2 (Specifications for the design of multimodal streets), some hypothesis to
describe the continuous transformation of streets spatial organisation.
The production of a new street or the simple transformation of an existing street involves a set
of intermediary steps, each ones also involving considerable and recognizable products:
sketches, programs, preliminary plans, construction plans, etc.
All these productions are achieved according to some similar and generic steps: conception,
realisation and utilisation involving, each time, a relative contractor which is going to make a
use of the realised artefact and a relative master builder which is going to conceive the form
of that artefact and proceed to its realisation, this for the pavement itself, its plan, its sketch or
even its specifications.
All those steps involve implicit models of street design: certain images, schemes and ways of
thinking. Without this underlying conceptual modelling, which is implicit and inherent to the
production itself, the conception, the realisation and also the utilisation of streets would be
simply impossible.
The production of a street and of all the needed documents necessary to its construction is
supported by several design models that implicitly organise each step of the process, from
utilisation and conception to the very realisation.
-

-

-

Utilisation and utility: The utility of a street design is the adequacy of uses to the
concrete arrangements supporting them, in other words, the adequacy of the intentions
to the configurations. Utility is measured in reference to some models: specific ways
to appreciate and to use a street.
Conception and relevance: The relevance of a street design is the adequacy of its
forms to the greeted uses, in other words, the adequacy of the parti to the intentions.
Relevance is measured in reference to some models: specific ways to imagine, to
conceive and to understand a street.
Realisation and quality: The quality of a street design is the adequacy of the
arrangements to the forms, in other words, the adequacy of the configurations to the
parti. Quality is measured in reference to some models: specific ways to express, to
represent, to produce and to realize the street.

Cycles of utilisation, conception and realisation are repeated as many times as necessary, from
the production of the program to the execution of plans, from the creation of a street until its
last modifications, several centuries later… Each street constantly renews its configurations,
its forms of organisation and its inherent and underlying intentions, according to cities
evolution, following the transformations of urban society and proceeding from the many
changes in urban knowledge and urban design models.
Contractor - Division: 01-LCPC
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Cycles of street production and measures of design utility, relevance and quality
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II. Enlarging existing frameworks: from road safety studies to urbanistic design

1) The difficult transition from safety diagnosis to design proposals
Before the implementation of a design, it is necessary, in order to correctly take safety matters
into account, to perform an appropriate diagnosis. In France, a safety diagnosis forms part of
a larger general process which unfolds in three stages conducted prior to the actual design of
the project:
1. Study of safety issues: what types of accidents occur (bodily, material, etc.), who are
the victims (pedestrians, cyclists, etc.) and at what location (schools, intersections,
etc.)? What are the priority issues for infrastructure administrators?
2. Diagnosis: what factors related to behaviour or to the environment are involved in
these accidents? What scenarios emerge from the analysis of accident reports?
3. Design proposals: how should the configuration of the existing project area be
modified to reduce accident risks in the future? What are the design principles to be
adopted?
Depending on the specific situation, all or part of the stages of this process will be carried out.
In the case of a new project, only the third and last stage applies: there is no existing situation
and hence no particular accidents to be analysed. It is thus possible, during all the project
phases, to simply evaluate the impact of design decisions and choices on safety so as to avoid
the creation of new configurations known to be dangerous. It is this process that is
implemented in connection with the Control of Safety relative to Road Projects (CSPR) on
French national highways.
In the case of localised operations, after a significant accident for example, stages 2 and 3 will
be carried out. The issues (victims, location and type of accident) are in fact already known:
what remains to be determined are the circumstances of the accidents before going on to the
design proposals. The analysis and understanding of accident circumstances (players,
behaviours, interactions with the infrastructure, sociological context, traffic, etc.) enables
classification into families (accident scenarios, associated with accidentological and
aggravating factors). Project proposals will then consist of disabling the occurrence of similar
situations and behaviours to those having led to the studied accidents. It will thus be possible,
for example, to prevent a litigatious u-turn if such an operation is found to be the cause of
recurrent accidents.
In the case of urban design projects for a whole route or an entire district, the three stages of
the process must naturally be completed. The first stage devoted to the definition of the issues
takes on its full significance when the extent and complexity of the study area are such that a
certain ordering of purposes is required: which publics have to be protected more particularly?
Which places have to be handled with the greatest care?
In the latter case, as in the case of localised operations and new projects, the approach to road
safety by spatial design comes up against two difficulties, which are moreover encountered to
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a greater extent in the case of a complex and urban project sites (urban areas with multiple
users, functions, spaces, traffic control systems, etc.):
(1) Safety constitutes only one component of urban design, so that there is a risk, when
providing “safety design” improvements, of causing unexpected consequences on
accessibility, commercial activities, conditions for performing certain practices, etc.
Some outcomes may not have been expected and could even be counter to the initial
safety objectives. Such is the case for example when the design reserves part of the
space for certain types of users in order to protect them, thus building the confidence
of such users and resulting in less attention being paid to others.
(2) It is moreover very difficult, even within the restricted framework of safety studies, to
progress from the elements of the diagnosis to the design proposals. An enumeration
of problems to be avoided may in fact not be enough to comprise a design project
whereas, by contrast, it always inevitably entails more components and decisions than
the few parameters allowed for in the diagnosis. Except in very simple cases in which
it is decided to physically prevent contact between certain types of users
(implementing traffic barriers, for example), a logical link is often difficult to establish
between a spatial design and its propensity to not provoke or allow certain types of
accidents.
The analytical results of the diagnosis thus come up against the more synthetic nature of
design activity.
To solve the first difficulty, the study of safety issues and diagnosis are customarily
complemented by other studies and preliminary diagnoses: parking, traffic, lighting, signing,
environmental impact, pedestrian ways, commercial activities, etc. However, this overlapping
of diagnoses in “layers” independent of each other further compounds the difficulty of
progressing from diagnosis to design proposals: it is in fact not by extending the already long
list of constraints, criteria and objectives to be “taken into account” by the design that the
elements of diagnosis will be integrated more reliably in the design. Quite the contrary, the
disorganised multiplication of these prior observation elements, and standards of all kinds,
tends rather to heighten the conceptual complexities affecting the ability of designers to fully
use this knowledge and understanding of the existing situation.
In practice, the second difficulty is thus only partly resolved, and a sort of “conceptual jump”
is observed between analysis results and the make-up of design proposals. This passage is
nevertheless supported by two types of elements:
-

A set of “safety good practices:” designs which have proven, empirically, that they were
not significantly accident prone.
A set of “safety design principles:” general rules assumed to have a positive effect on the
lowering of accidents, such as “visibility” and “legibility.”

We shall thus see that the “design models” method developed within the framework of NR2C
research enables significant advances in the resolution of these two difficulties: the
incorporation of safety concerns among all the concerns underlying any transformation of the
urban environment, on the one hand, and the solidity of the transition from diagnosis
conclusions to design proposals, on the other.
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We shall also see that these advances can be simply achieved by the extension of existing
tools: by the methodical transformation of “good practices” and “design principles” currently
used today.

2) From road safety good practices to urbanistic design models: cycle paths,
roundabouts, pedestrian plateaus, etc.
Knowledge of the danger level of design solutions is mainly empirical: what is known, from
observations in a large number of cases, is that some types of design are likely to prevent
accidents, whilst other types on the contrary are liable to cause some.
The accumulation of observations relative to a large number of accidents has shown the
existence of recurrent and general themes which lead to the preparation of special solutions.
Such is the case with regard to speed restrictions in town. It can take on the form of general
specifications (lowering of speed limit to 50 km/h for example) or special designs which tell
the driver what the appropriate speed is (traffic calming devices, narrower lanes). The
conversion of a street into a 30-zone (an urban area where circulation speed is limited to
30km/h) combines these two aspects, among others.
The special treatment of intersections is another example of the application of empirical
accident knowledge: intersections are crossflow points for traffic of different kinds and speeds
(automobiles, motorcycles, cyclists and pedestrians). Conversion into a “roundabout” (to
favour vehicle traffic) or a “raised plateau” (to favour soft travel modes) makes it possible to
greatly reduce the gravity and occurrence of accidents.
The provision of street configurations specifically dedicated for soft travel modes (cyclists,
pedestrians, reduced mobility persons, etc.) enables a reduction in the number of accidents
involving them. The same applies to paths or lanes reserved for cyclists: “cycle paths on a
widened sidewalk”, for example, protect cyclists from automobiles whilst also keeping
pedestrians off the roadway.
Nonetheless, these designs, viewed from the road safety viewpoint (examples of “road safety
good practices") may also be viewed as special occurrences of full-fledged “urbanistic
models” whose properties, objectives and intentions can not be summarised by those
concerning road safety.
The model of the “cycle path on a widened sidewalk" for example, separates, by its
configuration, the pedestrians from the edge of the roadway; it thus has a tendency to exclude
the use of the sidewalk border for stopping, and steers pedestrian traffic towards the building
side. This effect could be favourable in the case of a shop-lined street with attractive
surroundings: shopowners will have nothing against the attention of pedestrians being turned
towards shop windows. Along unappealing high buildings, by contrast, the application of this
cycle path model will ultimately have a tendency to favour local and transit traffic, limiting
stopping spaces since sidewalks borders usually constitute a privileged spot for this type of
use.
In light of the high complexity of the possible causes and effects of urban phenomena, the
contribution of “design models” consists in:
Contractor - Division: 01-LCPC
Author : D. Miet
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Deciding to formalise “urbanistic models” in the general sense of the term, which do
not favour in principle a given objective, criterion or discipline (safety, traffic,
hydrology, lighting...).
Distributing all these urban considerations “idea by idea:” as it is clearly impossible to
group them all under a same general model which would be valid everywhere, the
method first of all consists in acknowledging the existence of “design ideas” or
“design partis” (such as the cycle path on widened sidewalk) for grouping and
agregating, then, all knowledge elements and viewpoints which seem relevant for the
understanding of the identified and studied phenomena.

By progressing from the concept of “good practices” to that of “urbanistic models”, we bring
in mechanisms and phenomena involved in the explanation of accidents into a more general
understanding of the life of studied urban environments: depending on the models considered
(cycle paths, bus lanes, sidewalks, arcades, avenues, boulevards, pedestrian ways, alleyways,
bus shelters, etc.), safety issues will be mixed with those of aesthetics, water flow, parking,
commercial activities, local residences, public transport, city image, etc.
On a first level, this passage from safety good practices to urbanistic design models allows a
designer wishing to use a given model for safety purposes to determine its implications from
different viewpoints: it enables him to work within a more general understanding of the urban
environment while conceiving the place and role of the components he is handling. Doesn’t a
“line of posts along the edge of a sidewalk” simultaneously represent, depending on the
urbanistic model within which it is inserted, a means of preventing litigious parking, a system
protecting pedestrians against automotive vehicles, one less circulation lane for pedestrians, a
rhythmic composition influencing the aesthetics of the street, a support for persons stopping
on the edge of the road before crossing?
On a second level, this passage from safety good practices to urbanistic design models
encourages us to consider that, in the final analysis, there is theoretically no design model that
is “safer” than another but, rather, that each design model can be conceived of as a special
means suited to certain types of situations, making it possible to deal with the issue of safety
as an aspect of the general organisation of urban uses. It is not the “roundabout,” the “cycle
path on widened sidewalk” or the “levelled street” (a street in which roadway and sidewalks
are put at the same level) that are in themselves design solutions safer or less safe that others
but, more accurately, it is the use that is made of these urbanistic models in certain contexts.
On a third level, this ongoing from safety good practices to design models considerably
facilitates the transition from diagnosis to programmes and then to the definition of design
proposals. While the “cycle path on widened sidewalk,” the “roundabout,” the “bus corridor,”
etc. taken as safety “good practices” are rather abstract concepts, taking them not from this
special viewpoint but as themselves, as several design ideas, makes them much easier to
grasp. The fact that these ideas, once taken from the general viewpoint and not from the
special standpoint of safety, offer both the capacity to express needs (draw the attention of
passersby to shops and other businesses, provide cyclists with more space, etc.) as well as
possibilities of solutions (create a reserved path, setup on sidewalk edge, for example) is a
twofold advantage:
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Firstly, for the inhabitants, infrastructure owners and all non-expert persons, who
customarily express their desires and objectives by means of terms which designate
solutions (need for a roundabout rather than the slowing of vehicles, for a cycle path
rather than good traffic conditions for cyclists, etc.).
Secondly, for the designers themselves, who handle, combine and deform naturally
urbanistic ideas of this kind when imagining different ways of transforming an
existing site and current functioning patterns.

Briefly stated, going from “good practices” relative to safety (or lighting, traffic, parking, etc.)
to the study and definition of real “urbanistic models” means opting for the organisation of all
available urban knowledges (including that related to safety) around ideas which can be
worked during the definition of design programmes and projects.
In this respect, the method of design models (1) makes it possible for all these elements of
know-how to be effectively incorporated in the urban design processes and (2) constitutes a
solid support for the improvement of the organisation, distribution and consolidation of the
urban design process itself, thus considered as an iterative expressing of needs and design
solutions.

3) From road safety design principles to urbanistic design operators: visibility,
legibility, coherence, etc.
The tools available for the improvement of road safety by design are not limited to good
practices. A certain number of more fundamental studies on the question of safety have in fact
made it possible to support certain principles or certain general rules to guide designers in the
definition of projects.
These studies are based on a systemic approach to safety matters. They consider that the
occurrence of accidents can not be summarised as the responsibility of one or more players.
Accidents are regarded as complex phenomena involving interactions between various users
and their environments at different scales.
On the local scale, it is the man-vehicle-environment interaction which is considered. An
accident is the malfunctioning of this man-vehicle-environment system or of the pedestrianenvironment system. In this context, three major concepts take part, among other things, in
the functioning of the system:
-

-

-

“Visibility:” which is obtained when a design enables users to gain access sufficiently
early and accurately to those part of the visual information of their environment that may
allow them to adapt their behaviour in order to avoid causing an accident: pedestrians, in
the proximity of a protected passage, must be afforded a sufficiently distant visibility to
avoid vehicles as they cross the roadway.
“Legibility:” which is obtained when a desgin enables users to understand those apsects
of the functioning of their environment that may allow them to adapt their behaviour in
order to avoid causing an accident: types of permissible use, speed to be adopted, etc.
“Coherence:” which is obtained when the elements of a design do not produce any
contradiction in the reading of the information being conveyed that would be capable of
causing accidents: a very wide roadway with multiple lanes in an unbuilt environment
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might appear contradictory, in the information it transmits to drivers, with signs
indicating a speed limit of 50 km/h for example.
Nevertheless, while these concepts are meaningful from the viewpoint of the safety diagnosis,
they have only a rather limited impact when used in the design process for a relatively
complex urban project. When accidents are diagnosed, “visibility” and “legibility” will
always be relevant explanatory factors, for as they were defined in this context, they will
cover every possibility of the safety system malfunctioning:
-

“Visibility for safety” consists in providing access to information which, if not
transmitted, could lead to accidents.
“Legibility for safety” consists in making comprehensible certain functioning aspects
which, if not understood, could lead to accidents.

However, it would be possible to define other concepts of visibility and legibility of equal
legitimacy from the viewpoint of urban design:
-

-

“Visibility for commercial activity” could consist in giving access to information which,
if it were not transmitted, could cause a drop in the sales of local businesses, for example:
shops obviously want to make their display windows and signs visible.
“Legibility for commercial activity” could consist in making understandable certain
functioning aspects of locations which, if not understood, could cause a decline in the
number of people who patronise local businesses: proper understanding of access and
parking availability, for example, are not negligible in this regard.

The same would be true of “visibility/legibility for aesthetic pleasure” or “visibility/legibility
for waste treatment,” etc.
When an urban project is being designed, the concepts of legibility and visibility can no
longer be used in a sectoral manner, because new forms are not imagined and conceived by
simply verifying whether they are conform or not from the safety viewpoint (visible, legible,
etc.), from the aesthetic viewpoint (visible, legible, etc.), or from viewpoint of shops,
businesses, etc.. To perform these verifications, and the adjustments they imply, it is in fact
necessary to have already conceived these forms, by means of concepts which are not of the
same nature than those used to verify their post-conformity.
In practice, designers also use these “visibility” and “legibility” concepts. However, these
terms no longer have the same meaning: "visibility” and “legibility” are taken as “design
operators” which may be specified, depending on circumstances, into different modes of
interaction between the urban spatial arrangements on one hand and the uses they support on
the other: any message may be communicated, for example, on the mode of visibility (size,
recurrence, contrast, etc.) or on the mode of reliability, (honesty, uniformity, certainty, etc.).
A good part of the design work precisely consists in forming certain modes of interaction
between the spatial arrangements of a city and its uses: in determining the ways these
arrangements could support certain social organisations. It has been seen, for example, that
the “mode of visibility” could relate to both road safety and health of commercial activities
along a street. It is in fact possible for the visibility of shops to be contrary to road safety and,
conversely, for visibility oriented to road safety to be detrimental to the visibility of shops and
Contractor - Division: 01-LCPC
Author : D. Miet
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businesses. Many of our cities entrances experience, for example, over-visibility due to signs
dealing alternately with commercial activities and traffic regulation.
This mode of “visibility” is however not the only way to ensure road safety or to enhance the
appeal of shops and businesses. It would be possible to dedicate visibility to shops and
businesses, for example, and ensure road safety through “reliability”: simplicity, regularity,
predictability. Or, on the contrary, to confine visibility to road safety and ensure the health of
shops and businesses through reliability: parking places always available, extended opening
hours, easy and regular access, etc.
While in the narrow system of road safety studies, visibility and legibility are always to be
increased (they always tend towards improved accident prevention), this is absolutely not the
case from the viewpoint of the urban design process which consists, on the contrary, in
choosing (depending on the circumstances and on the prioritised purposes of people) certain
modes, rather than others, of interaction between the urban spatial arrangements and their
uses. Yet, visibility and accessibility are only some among other possible modes of
organisation that make it possible to ensure road safety but also, as we have seen it, the health
of businesses, traffic fluidity, aesthetic appeal, etc.
This is what differentiates, to our eyes, the road safety “principles” or “rules” from the
“urbanistic design operators”. Just as we went from safety “good practices” to “urbanistic
models,” by defining design models which can be used to pass from diagnosis to design
proposals, our approach has consisted here, with regard to general concepts, in going from
this notion of “sectoral design principle” (useful for verifying the conformity of a project or
for adjusting certain project configurations) to that of “urbanistic design operator”, useful for
implementing and ensuring progress in the design process.
4) “Road safety” and the “five elementary qualities of a street”
We shall now provide, in concluding this article, an example of an urbanistic design operator
that we have developed in connection with NR2C research. Of course, what is involved here
is just one among many other possible operators for dealing with safety questions, also
making it possible to approach questions of ambience, image, commercial activity, etc. These
operators are thus more general than urbanistic design models, which focus for their part on
specific urban forms or design ideas of a specific nature (cycle paths, bus corridors, avenues,
arcades, etc.). But they still make it possible to consider the articulation between different
viewpoints, trades, intentions and purposes which are led to cohabit during the project design
process.
We thus propose the operator of the “5 elementary qualities” which comprise a way to
describe and to consider in a systemic manner the qualities and performances that society
expects from streets and public spaces. This design operator seeks to ensure the grasping of
not only the most important dimensions of the human experience of the urban environment,
but also the relations which intrinsically link these dimensions to each other.
We base ourselves, unlike the analytical approaches, on the postulate that all the qualities of
concern to us are, in urban areas at least, basically dependent on each other: our premise is
that the “safety” and “reliability” of a street are not independent of its "animation" and of its
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"convivial" character, and that the “adaptable” or “embraceable” characteristics of a street are
not independent of its “practical” and “legible” aspects.
We thus postulate that all the qualities that may be expected from a street or a public space,
which are also different ways of using any spatial arrangement, can be formulated in the terms
of 5 elementary qualities which are “vitality”, “reliability”, “firmness”, “accessibility” and
“sympathy.”

The 5 elementary qualities of the use of a street or a public space
Vitality
* Free, Expressive, Powerful, Luminous, Voluptuous,
Surprising, Unexpected, Dynamic, Sudden, Multiple
* Vivacious, Lively, Appealing Attractive, Stimulating,
Abundant, Intense, Sparkling, Rich
* Dense, Saturated, Vivacious, Abundant, Diverse,
Varied, Brilliant, Coloured, Textured

Sympathy

Reliability

* Embraceable, Familiar, Gifted
with character, Natural, Friendly,
Convenient, Engaging
* Convivial, Pleasant, Welcoming,
Comfortable, Hospitable, Sweet,
Charming, Warm, Intimate, Gracious
* Adaptable, Modifiable, Supple,
Flexible, Light, Upgradeable,
Reversible

* Sensible, Civilised, Urban,
Credible, Convincing, Honest,
Significant, Identifiable
* Safe, Clean, Health, Visible,
Regular, Protected, Sheltered,
Fresh, Aerated, Generous
* Regular, Continuous, Uniform,
Consistent, Stable, Extended,
Redundant, Profound

Accessibility

Firmness

* Understandable, Legible, Communicating,
Immediate, Informed, Charming, Seducing
* Practical, Friendly, Nice, Lovable, Easy, Close,
Discreet, Accessible, Spacious
* Fluid, Rapid, Fluctuating, Delicate, Changing,
Passing, Mobile

* Durable, Structured, Respected, Serene, One, Clear,
Distinct, Fresh, Resolved
* Completed, Calm, Tranquil, Sober, Elegant, Refined,
Cordial, Respectable, Behaviour, Mature
* Solid, Rugged, Resistant, Lasting, Durable,
Contrasted, Limpid, Smooth
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These 5 elementary qualities are moreover organised so that there are two types of processes
which explain their production:
-

-

A relation of generation (in a circle and clockwise): vitality generates reliability which
generates firmness which generates accessibility which generates sympathy which
generates vitality, and so on.
A relation of mastering (star fashion and clockwise): vitality masters firmness which
masters sympathy which masters reliability which masters accessibility which masters
vitality, and so on.

It is important to understand that according to this systemic and qualitative mode of thinking,
what is involved for each project or for each model is not the choice between “reliability”,
“vitality”, “accessibility”, etc.. What is involved, quite the contrary, is the understanding that
if “vitality” is wished, then at least some “sympathy” is necessary while care must be taken to
temper excessive “accessibility.” It must be understood again that if it is “accessibility” which
is of interest to the infrastructure owner, some “firmness” is at least necessary and care must
be taken to avoid excessive “reliability,” etc.
This design operator makes it possible to consider safety or security, for example, not as
phenomena that may be measured in themselves but rather as properties of certain modes of
organisation of streets uses: the vitality of the “levelled street” model (complexity, density) is
not the vitality of the “multi-functional street” model (rapidity, simplicity); the reliability of
an avenue is not the reliability of a boulevard; the sympathy of an arcade is not the sympathy
of a fountain; and the safety of a buslane corridor is not the safety of a roadway open to all
circulations.
Thus, no design model of a street or a public space is more “reliable” or more “sympathetic”
than any another. Rather, the operator of the 5 elementary qualities makes it possible to
imagine the different ways by which each of these design models can achieve “sympathy”,
“reliability, “accessibility,” etc.
According to the diagram of the 5 elementary qualities, we find the hypothesis according to
which safety and security are elements of “reliability,” something everybody already knew.
What then is the contribution of this kind of diagram for the analysis of these questions? The
diagram of the 5 qualities in fact proposes 4 hypotheses on safety and security:
-

-

That safety and security are produced by vitality, i.e. that without vitality, safety and
security are impossible to achieve. This is easily verified with some examples. It is
known that pedestrian streets are perceived at night as less safe than streets handling
automobile traffic. At least some animation, agitation and people (i.e. according to the
diagram, at least some level of vitality) appear necessary so that the feeling of safety
or security emerges from a situation. It is moreover well known that the presence of a
crowd can offer more safety, to the extent for example that the crowd constitutes a sort
of continuous mutual watch.
That safety and security produce firmness, that without safety or security, firmness
and its related qualities (respect, serenity, calm, tranquillity, etc.) can not arise. These
are things that appear verifiable, once again: the feeling of safety has a tendency to
provoke, in people experiencing it, a certain serenity and a certain tranquillity.
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That sympathy masters safety and security, that too much sympathy (familiarity,
comfort, sweetness, softness) annihilates both safety and security. Once again, the
reasoning appears correct: it is in the daily and familiar routes that most highway
accidents occur, doubtless owing to a certain relaxing of attention of drivers who find
themselves in a known area, in a situation which can become so comfortable that it
will become dangerous.
That safety and security master accessibility, that too much safety and security
annihilate any possibility of accessibility (rapidity, fluidity, ease, discretion, etc.). It is
also possible to cite some examples which confirm this situation: the safest places are
obviously not those which are the easiest to access, and it is evident that certain
locations become inaccessible when a certain safety or security threshold is exceeded;
it is also remarkable that safety devices slow the movements, and that they introduce
checks which do not facilitate mobility, discretion or ease, which are all qualities
related to accessibility.

What is important to consider, in the verification of these few hypotheses, is, on the one hand,
each of these hypotheses in themselves, despite the fact that they appear verifiable most of the
time in an intuitive manner by simple reasoning and, on the other hand, the articulation of
these hypotheses with each other.
However, what must be especially kept in mind, from the design process viewpoint, is how
the questions of urban safety and security are linked to other phenomena which are apparently
distant but which are in fact directly related as factors or as products of these questions: that
safety and security are produced by a certain vitality of the situation, and that they can suffer
by excess sympathy, for example...
Let us take another one: what are the main components of the question of a buslane safety?
-

-

Firstly, a certain vitality, i.e. a certain minimum traffic on the buslane so that it does
not appear deserted; it is in fact for such reasons that buslanes can be violated by
automobiles or motorcycles when they can not resist the temptation to use this free
space which is empty most of the time. A sufficiently increased use of the buslane will
thus be a safety factor.
Secondly, care must be taken to avoid causing excessive sympathy, in particular in bus
drivers who drive in a space which is dedicated entirely to them and which thus
becomes relatively comfortable. As the space is reserved and configured for the buses,
they can drive in full tranquillity and at a good speed which could, in certain cases,
give rise to dangerous situations. What is important is not to give the bus driver the
idea that the situation is very easy, likeable and comfortable, which is indeed the
potential danger of any bus lane.

Finally, a last example: what are the important components of the question of safety of a
“levelled street”, i.e. a street designed with sidewalks lowered to the level of the roadway and
on which pedestrians are induced to take over a large part of the roadway when circumstances
allow?
-

Firstly, a certain vitality, i.e. in the case of a levelled street, a certain diversity of uses
and of travel modes as well as sufficient density of use so that the situation appears to
be vivacious and animated, and so that the different users pay attention to each other.
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What produces the safety of a level street is this necessary liveliness which keeps all
the users on the alert and without which the levelled street, despite its lines of bollards,
is rather less safe than an ordinary street with sidewalks.
Secondly, care must be taken to avoid excessive sympathy, in particular for
pedestrians who are to be able to walk easily over the entire width of the street, while
they are not allowed to stay anywhere along the street: the level street is designed to
facilitate movements; it maintains a sufficiently low level of comfort to dissuade
stopping or grouping.

Hence, that is how this operator of the “5 elementary qualities” makes it possible to formulate
some solid hypotheses regarding phenomena which keep together the different qualities of a
street.
We see clearly that this sort of tool is not usable to check whether a given design complies
with safety standards, but rather to direct thinking along the lines of a logic of design, for the
progressive definition of urban forms and uses modes of organisation which are to structure
the transformation of one specific site.
Regarded both as bases and as complements to urbanistic “design models”, these “design
operators” could contribute to the integration of knowledge, studies, diagnoses and issues of
road safety into global urban design projects. The designs resulting from this kind of process
may not involve improvements simply complying with safety rules, but configurations based,
in part only, on the spatial and social organisation of road safety.
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III. Structuring a new framework: a recursive design method based on design models

1) Considering the many facets of urbanistic knowledge
What are the main functions and purposes of street “design models”? Which specific
problems do they solve? What questions do they answer?
In a design process, design models help owners, clients and inhabitants to elaborate more
precisely what they really expect and need while writing a street programme. They help
designers to easily generate a wide range of alternative design scenarios responding to such
desires. And they finally help clients, owners and inhabitants to compare those scenarios so as
to be able to choose among these open possibilities.
Once a given design process has been completed, design models of streets help new designers
not to undo this work but to continue, to develop and to refine, throughout the several scales
and stages of a new design process (or throughout several successive design processes) what
has yet been achieved by other “co-designers”.
More largely, design models should help to integrate the many available sectorial methods of
analysis and their resulting conclusions (from lighting engineering, acoustics, road safety, air
pollution, aesthetics, traffic engineering, psychology, economics, environmental sciences,
anthropology, sociology,…) into global and operational street design processes.
In a long term perspective, these models may also help the urban design and planning
profession to initiate the testing, the assessment and the improvement of its proper current
practices and technical concepts.
In brief, design models of streets support collaborative design processes by providing a
sharable language for discussion, and interdisciplinary research processes by articulating into
common conceptual frameworks several concerns belonging to heterogeneous disciplines.
How is it possible, then, that this single instrument may help with so many huge difficulties?
Design models are first of all an attempt to build a sort of an urbanistic knowledge. They have
not been invented and formalized to solve one or another specific “problem”. Rather to
organize and to improve the knowledge of streets, this not from a traffic point of view, nor
from an anthropological point of view, nor even from an environmental point of view… Not
from any analytical point of view that can be taken to study “what is a street”, but from the
formal point of view of street design, which naturally involves all of these concerns, criteria
and dimensions into a synthetical process of imagination and definition of “what a street
could be”.
The potential usefulness of “design models” of streets and their urbanistic method might thus
be better apprehended by asking the following question: what are the problems designers have
to face which can be said to result from a lack of a certain urbanistic knowledge? The answer
to this question is quite clear… and potentially endless. It encompasses all of the purposes of
cooperation we just started to list, for the problems from which they arise are direct
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consequences of (1) the specific character of urbanism (2) the specific role of knowledge in a
design process.
(1) “Urbanism” is to all urban trades, disciplines and approaches what “architecture” is to
building trades, disciplines and techniques. Urbanism essentially deals with questions of
multimodal and multilevel co-operations: organisations of various urban scales, elements,
spaces, objects, devices, functions, uses, experts, specialists, trades, skills, criteria, concerns,
dimensions and knowledges.
Note that all these kinds of multimodal and multilevel co-operations can hold two significant
facets:
-

-

The first is technical (urbanistic) and belongs to all professionals involved in the
creation and transformation of street elements, streets, street patterns and cities: the
articulation of spaces, buildings, flows and materials depends upon our urbanistic
knowledge.
The other is political (strategic) and belongs to the owners and administrators of the
work, to clients, inhabitants and their political representatives: the articulation of
needs, uses, goals, opinions, purposes, ways of life… depends upon the society
political visions, principles, devices, skills and decision making processes.

(2) Now, to be usefully incorporated in a design process, any knowledge should satisfy two
conditions:
-

-

Being able to support imagination, to engage the formal (i.e. mental) conception of
technical and political organisations, the transformation of existing concepts into new
solutions, the distribution, composition and combination of forms, ideas and patterns.
Being able to support prediction, to engage the evaluation of the technical and
political consequences of a design, the formulation of alternative hypothesis, the
recursive adjustment of rough drafts into more and more precise and sound solutions.

The lack of a true “urbanistic knowledge” (a knowledge of multilevel and multimodal
organisations useful for the design of cities) is thus, apart from the lack of cities political
organisation, the main source of all difficulties encountered in the production of streets, and
this for two reasons. First because it creates innumerable difficulties of cooperation between
experts, trades, disciplines and designers of all sorts which do not share reliable concepts that
would allow them to imagine and to predict together, i.e. “urbanistically”. Second because
political processes of deliberation (political imagination and prediction) regarding urban
questions are nearly impossible to achieve without the emergence of a consequent urbanistic
support.
The kind of urbanistic knowledge we have started to develop has thus been elaborated as a
support for both imagination and prediction activities, and this from both technical and
political points of view.
This urbanistic knowledge is also two-fold in its constitution, for every unit of this knowledge
can be seen as some sort of content on the one hand and as a kind of method on the other
hand.
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Design models are urbanistic models: evolving pieces of organised, articulated and
combined theories; multilevel and multimodal concepts of streets, avenues, bus lanes,
arcades, sidewalks and other urbanistic entities.
And design models express an urbanistic method: multilevel and multimodal design
principles, stages and operators based on the handling and crafting of these models
and inviting designers to step, progressively, from the particularly notion of “urban
project” to the more general one of “multilevel and multimodal design of urban
transformations”.

2) Restructuring street design: cooperation through all stages of a design cycle
As an urbanistic method, “design models” first aim at constituting a methodological support
for the consolidation and instrumentation of street projects. In this regard, our approach
postulates that the task of a “cooperative design” essentially consists in the act of
transforming some existent designs: in continuing, extending and developing the results of
other co-designers working simultaneously, in parallel or even before the engagement of any
design task.
Now, for any person or group of people susceptible to cooperate in a design process,
“engaging a new design cycle on the basis of a former design cycle” requires the ability to
understand 3 things: (1) the more or less precise and concrete spatial arrangements that come
as a result of the previous design; (2) the purposes, needs, intentions and expected uses these
arrangements are meant to serve; (3) the forms, mental ideas, conceptions, principles and
modes of organisation explaining in what intelligent ways those arrangements may support
those uses.
Before to be rebuilt, an existent boulevard, may “say” three kinds of things: (1) “I go from
that place to that one”; “I am 8 km long and 50m wide”, etc. (2) “People use me to go
shopping”; “they use me as a promenade on Sundays”, etc. (3) My form, which is circular,
clearly indicates to people the direction of city-centre”; “it also provides changing
perspectives which may be pleasing for a promenade”; “my width, which is twice that of all
ordinary streets, shows to my drivers that they have the priority”, etc.
The essential contribution of our urbanistic method thus lies in the reintroduction of the
notion of form (which is neither a material “shape”, nor a physical “appearance”, but a mental
“pattern”) as an essential element articulating the notion of uses (needs, perceptions,
performances, goals, aims, purposes, problems… which are political matters) to that of
arrangements (solutions, physical configurations, spatial dispositions, devices… which are
technical matters). In doing so, our goal is to bring to all potential designers the possibility to
know and to make use of that forms that are underpinning the urban arrangements they have
proceeded to transform: to invite them to really participate to the design (i.e. imagination &
prediction) of new streets.
Cooperation will thus be achieved by bringing the notions of form at the core of each stage of
a “design cycle”: by restructuring the common stage of “diagnosis” into a “formal diagnosis”
through distribution & composition, the common stage of “programming” into a “formal
exploration” through transformation & multiplication, and the common stage of “design” into
a “formal synopsis” through assembling & tuning. This is how:
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The stage of formal diagnosis may appeal to inhabitants themselves, residents and
users, to their political representatives and to the specialists and experts in charge of
various analysis and preliminary studies.
The stage of formal exploration may involve owners, users and the team of designers
when those are to define the orientations and possible options for the transformation of
the existent site and practices.
The stage of formal synopsis (definition of a global vision, a master plan, a
preliminary design…) may be elaborated by designers with potential participations of
inhabitants and various trades going from the lighting engineer to the ergonomist,
through the traffic engineer, the psychologist, the expert in road safety, the
anthropologist, etc.

2.1 Formal diagnosis: building a continuous distribution & composition of multimodal and
multilevel design entities, each gathering a local pattern of uses, forms and arrangements.
The building of a “diagnosis” preliminary to the definition of a new urban design is
confronted with two sorts of difficulties:
A potentially indefinite number of preliminary studies may be usefully conducted to
understand the existing environment and its functioning such as analysis of traffic, road
safety, hydrology, public transports, landscape, acoustics, lightings, etc.
The articulation and integration of all of these points of view is all the more difficult to
realize as they are numerous, partial, heterogeneous, precise and as they tackle issues that
concern a high number of people and stakeholders.
To overcome those two difficulties which are inherent to all complex urban environments, the
designers’ team shall initiate the distribution of the design work by building an “urbanistic
model” of the situation to be transformed. Such a work firstly consists in locating, identifying
and naming the significant entities of the studied urban environment. Those entities
correspond, more or less, to those familiar and overlapping ideas that everybody has of a
street: tree alignments, sidewalks, cyclist lanes, roadways, crossroads, façades, bus stops,
districts, corners, piazzas, avenues, building halls, etc. To transform these significant entities
into real and useful design entities it is then necessary to proceed in composing each one of
them as a kind of “urban field” relatively autonomous in its context. Each field is therefore
composed, by hypothesis, of a local and congruent pattern of:
{uses – forms – arrangements}
An urban “field” is a more elaborated composition of a design entity than a physical “zone” or
a simple “area”. For fields are intrinsically both moved by internal influences and influencing
each other: urban fields are physical, functional and mental entities that necessarily overlap
themselves at many scales. Each “design entity” is thus the model of a certain “urban field”
considered as a physical space (pattern of arrangements) supporting a certain number of
functions, practices and perceptions (pattern of uses) and following certain principles of
organisation, certain mental conceptions (forms) that govern its functioning and determine the
role it plays in its environment.
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What is going to be transformed by the design is thus not only the physical configurations of
the site, not simply its concrete constructions but, simultaneously: a certain number of spatial
dispositions (arrangements), the purposes they support (uses) and the ideas everybody gets of
these places (forms). For it is impossible, indeed, to modify the arrangements and uses of a
place without transforming, in the mean time, the conceptions (forms) its inhabitants will
build of it.
Establishing a formal diagnosis thus consists in building a model of the urban environment
and its functioning as a synthetic description of the multiple urban fields that are distributed,
overlapping and interlocked into each other at all scales, from the city to the sidewalk’s
border stones... Each design entities is thus recursively composed of design sub-entities that
can be, in their turn, discussed, tried, studied for themselves and linked to other entities at all
levels. This is how designers may then be able to coordinate, around each of these urban
fields and sub-fields, a certain (limited, thus conceivable…) number of dimensions, theories,
trades and disciplines that are not used to communicate with each other: crossing traffic
considerations with hydrologic concerns if one is tackling the longitudinal profile of an
avenue for example; or confronting the weather forces with the social patterns of space
appropriation if one is handling the design of a commercial arcade... hence progressively
raising and overlapping some urbanistic problems.
The conceptual model resulting from this formal process of distribution & composition is thus
a multilevel set of inter-related multimodal design entities each gathering and confronting
some heterogeneous parts of the diagnosis. The “formal diagnosis” is thus done in such a way
that these analytical elements may be next easily involved, as “urbanistic problems”, into the
following stages of the design cycle.

2.2 Formal exploration: developing, on the basis of each design entity’s multiple potential
transformations, the concomitant expression of intentions and configurations
The stage we call “exploration” or “formal exploration” is the core of the design process. If is
very often considered as an impenetrable “black box” only workable in the private mind of
the architect, our approach considers, in the contrary, that this stage of imagination is the most
auspicious for the development of:
-

Users’, clients’ and owners’ proper desires and wills of personal and political
organisation.
Users’, clients’ and owners’ participation to the design process.
Cooperation between all experts and specialists involved in the design process.

We have managed, while establishing a formal diagnostic, to maintain, for each particular
urban field and sub-field of the existent environment, a reasonable number of relevant
considerations to be taken into account so that each design entity of a boulevard, a sidewalk, a
tree alignment… remains all the time conceivable by all of the involved partners (principle of
distribution – conceivability).
We have also managed, in the definition of the design entities and sub-entities, to give a
central role to the formal aspect of the studied environment (i.e. the mental aspect: ideas,
principles and modes of organization, conceptions…) along with its functional and physical
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aspects, thus allowing all design entities to be strongly and easily linked to each other
(principle of composition – composability).
Nothing is more natural then, for people, owners, designers and experts, than imagining a
certain number of successive transformations of each of these conceivable and composable
design entities so as to produce, in parallel, a myriad of local explorations of the global
solution space:
-

-

-

-

By expressing, for each design entity and its sub-entities, its potential transformations,
re-combinations and evolutions in terms of some design partis: differences between
the existent forms and potential new forms.
By expressing, for each design entity and its multiple potential transformations, the
inhabitants’ and clients’ purposes, needs and wishes in terms of intentions: differences
between existent uses and desired new uses.
By expressing, for each design entities and its multiple potential transformations, the
workable solutions, devices and spatial dispositions in terms of configurations:
differences between the existent arrangements and workable new arrangements.
By iterating back and forth, for each entity of the diagnostic, between the formulation
of potential transformations and the expression of intentions and configurations, so as
to support the cooperative and multilevel exploration of the design solution space.

Each design entity may thus be declined into several and different design options, each
leading to a new urban field, i.e. of a new local pattern of:
{uses – forms – arrangements}
And each of these design options will be described by a pattern of intentions, a pattern of
configurations and some partis answering the problems previously raised by the diagnosis:
[problems] // [intentions – partis – configurations]
In this way, the ongoing of the design process from the entities of the diagnosis to the design
options (from problems to solutions) is made continuous, cooperative and distributed by the
mean of an exploration of intentions, configurations and formal partis at the level of each
design entity. But these potential transformations, which are relative to each design entity, are
not yet integrated to each other into global and coherent design proposals: this is precisely
what next stage of the design cycle is supposed to do.

2.3 Formal synopsis: assembling and adjusting into coherent and global design proposals
some of the multiple potential transformations, intentions and configurations of each design
entity
We have managed, during the intermediate stage of formal exploration:
-

To operate many successive transformations on each design entity so as to reach, each
time, some stable, consistent and congruent design options that really have the
capacity to answer the problems raised by the diagnosis (principle of transformation –
stability).
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To develop a wide range of significant design options exploring the many possible
partis, intentions and configurations so as to really open distinct potential
transformations of the existent site and practices (principle of multiplication –
significance).

Following this opening of the design possibilities, the formulation of some coherent and
global design proposals simply consists in assembling and tuning to each other those of these
multiple design options that appear as the most promising and consistent with inhabitants’
general purposes.
In other words, the design entities which have been distributed and composed during the stage
of diagnosis and then transformed and multiplied during the stage of exploration, must now
be assembled and tuned to each other through the integration of some global and coherent
transformations of the existing site: some “design scenarios”. Our whole three-fold urbanistic
design cycle is thus structured according to the following three-layered conceptual scheme:

FIELDS

{uses – forms – arrangements}

PROJECT

[design entities] // [design options] // [design scenarios]

STAGES

DIAGNOSIS – EXPLORATION – SYNOPSIS

Very often however, global sketches are immediately produced in response to the preliminary
studies and programme, as it is the case in architectural competitions for example. In doing
so, these proposals unnecessarily limit:
-

The design possibilities to a very restrictive part of street design solution space.
The role of owners, inhabitants, users and other experts to the simple act of choosing
among some limited and already defined solutions.

This stage of integration of one synopsis is, indeed, the proper task of designers. It is not
easily shared by other experts or by inhabitants for a drawing imposes, by nature, many
geometrical and technical relations between all components of the design. This is the reason
why these relations and their consequences are not easily grasped by non-professional
designers unless they have been linked to functional and formal issues which are familiar to
them.
The introduction of the prior stages of “formal diagnosis” and “formal exploration” is meant
to solve this difficulty: it postpones the drawing of a global solution to the end of the design
cycle, thus keeping the design open until all entities have been studied and appropriated by
people interested in them.
This is how those people may be able to recognize, in the finally integrated design scenarios,
the many stable and significant design entities they have explored and their mutual relations.
And this is how they will finally be able to cooperate in this last stage of the design cycle: by
proposing more relevant combinations of these entities, some new design scenarios elaborated
as re-compositions of the first design scenarios (principle of assembling – recomposability).
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Moreover, and unlike current practices, which dissociate the expression of needs from the
formulation of solutions, our approach postulates that these two movements of the design
process should evolve simultaneously. The previous stage of formal exploration is precisely
built on this principle that intentions and configurations are only well developed if handled in
a concomitant process.
The same principle applies here to synopsis: this last stage of a design cycle consists,
essentially, in putting together and getting compatible the whole of the intentions on one side
and the whole of the configurations on the other side: a “design scenario” should both express
(1) a “spatial synopsis” (a coherent drawing showing some new patterns of spatial
arrangements) and (2) a “functional synopsis” (a coordinated programme telling about new
patterns of uses).
But if drawings and spatial representations are usually a good tool for getting the
configurations all together and progressively making them compatible, there is not such an
instrument to work on the coherence of combined intentions, purposes, atmospheres,
functions, ways of life... Most people even think that apart from quantitative aspects (traffic,
flows, speed…), “uses” are relative to individuals, to specific social groups or personal
perceptions, suggesting that trying to achieve some sound, subtle and precise tuning of the
qualities of a street design is impossible.
However, the explicit and continuous logical structure of our method may offer, by allowing a
real involvement of inhabitants and various experts at all stages of the design process, some
possibilities of precise assembling and tuning of intentions: potential contradictions or crucial
complementarities between intentions of various design entities may appear more clearly as
those have been associated to some conceivable, composable, stable and significant design
options and as this work has been done with inhabitants and future users themselves… For
only a good and synthetical knowledge of current and future practices (which is implicitly
present in the mind of inhabitants and their political representatives) can help in the precise
“tuning” of the functional aspects of a design.
It is, in theory, the precise tuning of both configurations (through drawings) and intentions
(through inhabitants participation) of one project that necessarily calls, at the end, for a new
“design cycle”: this is how the global form of the project finally shines out, integrating in a
same vision the local partis of all design entities.
This multilevel adjustment of the drawing and programme details is absolutely not meant to
give a “photorealistic” image of the future urban arrangement and functioning (for this mode
of representation would confuse the work of the current design cycle into lots of deceiving,
unthought and undecided details) but, more importantly, to communicate the mental forms
presiding at them. It is this form arising from the current design cycle that will engender the
need of new design cycles. In reading the results of a design cycle, people should find
themselves in the situation where some things can now be desired and expected that were not
previously considered at the beginning of this design cycle: not only does the synopsis should
show clearer solutions to urbanistic problems, but the clarity of its form should also raise
some new questions, new problems, new goals and new potential expectations, thus inviting
to step to a new design cycle (principle of tuning – recyclability).
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STAGES

Goal

1
FORMAL
DIAGNOSIS

Articulating and
confronting the
many preliminary
studies in such a
way that they may
be easily involved in
the design process.

2
FORMAL
EXPLORATION

Exploring and
opening the
possibilities at the
level of each design
entity and equally
from users’ and
designers’ points of
view.

3
FORMAL
SYNOPSIS

Integrating some of
the previously
developed potential
transformations into
global and coherent
design proposals.

Operations

 Distributing

 Composing

 Transforming

 Multiplying

 Assembling

 Tuning
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Results

Units

Several overlapping
and imbricated
design entities and
sub-entities
conveying certain
urbanistic problems.

Design entities
=
local fields of
{uses – forms –
arrangements}
//
[local entities –
problems]

For each design
entity, several
potential
transformations and
their related
intentions and
configurations.

Design options
=
new local fields of
{uses – forms –
arrangements}
//
[intentions – partis
– configurations]

Some global and
coherent design
scenarios for the
transformation of the
existent site and
practices.

Design scenarios
=
global fields of
{uses – forms –
arrangements}
//
[programme –
drawing]
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Formal Criteria

* Conceivability

* Composability

* Stability

* Significance

* Recomposability

* Recyclability

The 3 stages of one cooperative "design cycle": DIAGNOSIS, EXPLORATION AND SYNOPSIS

3) Grounding street design: towards a knowledge-based urbanism
This elaboration of the synopsis and the stages of diagnosis and exploration that have
described may essentially be undertaken during the transition from the “preliminary studies”
to the “first sketches” of a project. As the Wattrelos application case has shown, they lead to
more coherent designs without needing much more work than what is usually practised in
relatively important projects.
But in the perspective of a redistribution of the design tasks all along the life cycles of cities
spatial arrangements and among all the trade and professionals that may participate in their
continuous production, the 3 stages of this “urbanistic design cycle” (diagnosis, exploration,
synopsis) may be spread and shared in a completely different production process. They could
easily participate to the restructuring of next phases of a project: the precise definition of the
master plan, the construction and reception of the work but also, later, during the
maintenance and management of the work and, finally, during its successive modifications
and transformations all along its life cycle.
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The thinking of a true economy of design makes indeed illusory and even inefficient today’s
concentration of all design efforts into the sole phases of the “project”. Certain needs and
certain potential transformations may be better and easier formulated after drawing the first
sketches, i.e. when the “programme” is already achieved... for others may appear more clearly
and precisely after the first steps of construction, i.e. when the final master plans have already
been transmitted...
Hence the opportunity to pass from the notion of “urban project”, which freezes the design at
one particular moment of the life cycle of any piece of a city, to the more powerful one of
“cooperative and continuously distributed design of urban transformations”. This process
would clearly increase the “quantity of design” which is “present” in one street element, one
street or one pattern of streets. And this increase has a cost that implies saving some “design
resources” elsewhere: here is precisely where the question of “urbanistic knowledge as
content” appears, as we have only been discussing, until now, of “urbanistic knowledge as
method”.
It may be agreed that better designed streets may lead to various kinds of “savings” resulting
from the avoidance of lots of contradictions, conflicts and errors that usually have expensive
consequences. It may also be agreed that from the point of view of “long-term global and
environmental costs”, the relative rise of the design task may not be as expensive as it seems.
And it may finally be agreed, as we have extensively defended this point, that it is possible to
better distribute and organize a given “quantity of design” without necessarily increasing it.
But despite all of these arguments, it seems clear indeed that such a kind of restructuring of
the design activity throughout the whole process of street production inevitably involves some
“more design”: a reintroduction of design in all phases and trades of street production
processes:
-

For this kind of design restructuring is more oriented toward a rise of quality than
towards a saving of costs, labour and human thinking.
For this kind of design restructuring implies great changes in the way we proceed
today and for these changes, like every transition, temporarily need more energy, more
entailment and more time spent by people involved.

This is why there is an obvious need to find some available new “design resources”...
Despite appearances, these conceptual resources may not be found too far away: implicit and
recurrent models of streets, avenues, sidewalks, boulevards… already exist in the current
practices of urban designers. These generic models are applied repeatedly in various contexts
and for various reasons, most often unconsciously. There is an underlying economy of design
which is yet (poorly) at play and which has not been exploited. On the contrary, most
designers involved in the creation of a new street act as if they were designing new prototypes
each time they face a new situation whereas, from cities to cities, the same forms emerge to
answer the same needs…
The research process through which we might be able to exploit this underlying “economy of
street design” and transform it into a more comprehensive “knowledge-based urbanism”
parallels, in a way, the process of a design cycle we have just described in three recursive
stages:
Contractor - Division: 01-LCPC
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Extraction of the implicit and generic existing models: the thing to diagnose in the
beginning of the research process is not, this time, a specific site and its uses, but some
recurring types of situations in which recurring types of urbanistic solutions seem to
be implemented.
Transformation of the existing models into new design models: the thing to explore is
not, this time, some specific potential transformations of an existing site, but generic
potential transformations of recurring street models, aiming at expanding the current
street design “solution space”.
Formalisation of new design models into well-tried and well-grounded pieces of
urbanistic knowledge: the thing to integrate is not, this time, some specific potential
transformations into a coherent design scenario, but some generic design models into
whole, coherent and useful pieces of theory that can be fluently perceived and
manipulated by the minds of people involved in the design process.

Existing implicit and recurrent models have 4 specific qualities that might be kept “intact” if
we are to expect the newly formalized models to be still able to support some “fluent” design
processes:
-

-

-

-

They are largely “sharable”: arcades, roadways, sidewalks, tree alignments… are
concepts known by nearly everybody. They are already more or less “shared” and
would be easily “sharable” if they were to be refined into an urbanistic conceptual
framework. This is why such models do not only form a good support for design
processes but also good instruments for cooperative design processes.
They are “bi-lateral”: an arcade both expresses some problems and some solutions,
some intentions and some configurations supporting them, some needs and some
devices answering these needs… It is for this very reason that such models are easily
involved into design processes as motive elements supporting the alternation between
the redefinition of political purposes and the reformulation of technical solutions…
They are “multimodal”: an arcade is neither a concept of acoustics, nor a concept of
lighting engineering, nor a concept of anthropology; it is at the same time some spatial
arrangements, some building elements, specific uses and habits, some commercial
advantages and a protected atmosphere…
They are “multilevel”: a same model can involve the positioning of a public bench and
the reconfiguration of a district transport plan... From the level of cities to that of the
sidewalk borderstones, the whole set of design models can be formalized with a same
language thus allowing designer to navigate easily through the many levels of urban
organisations.

To sum up these characteristics, we may say that the “content” of such implicit concepts as
the “arcade”, the “borderstone”, the “bus lane” and the “boulevard” is already both a
functional articulation and a spatial organisation of various spaces and people. This
“content” becomes an explicit piece of urbanistic knowledge when its formal aspect has been
recognized in recurrent situations and contexts: when the design models of these concepts can
be said to constitute logical articulations of the various concerns, trades and disciplines that
are relevant to their complete understanding.
In this perspective, design models may thus be formalised as “recurrent and stable design
entities”. They are, this time, not local but generic patterns of {uses - forms - arrangements}
Contractor - Division: 01-LCPC
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that can be formalized according to the following categories of thought: [context – problems]
// [intentions – partis – configurations]

Main Streets

Leveled Street

Dual Street

Curtained Street

Available Street

Multifunctional Street

Set of formalized generic “design models” all originated into the same shared concept of a “Main Street”:
Levelled Street, Dual Street, Curtained Street, Available Street, Multi-functional Street
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The constellations of design models of streets, avenues, sidewalks, forecourts, tree
alignments… that may result from this first layer of urbanistic research (extraction,
transformation and formalisation of implicit concepts) will serve during all the stages of the
design cycles (diagnosis, exploration, synopsis) of any urban arrangement :
-

As supports for imagination: from the considering of details to the understanding of
form.
As supports for prediction: from the considering of form to the understanding of
details.

The whole set of design models will constitute, finally, a kind of state of the art of multimodal
street design: a sort of know-how that will not belong to one or another particular trade nor to
one or another special discipline but that will articulate all of these points of view into a body
of organized and sharable empirical knowledge.
In a second phase, without having to wait for the completion of this first layer of urbanistic
knowledge, which is quite long and drawn out to handle, given the huge extension of the field
of urbanism, we may further consider upper levels of urbanistic models: models of thought
more general than the design models of sidewalks, bus lanes, or arcades... design operators
that will allow people to browse among the various street ideas, urban forms and their specific
models, to generate new design models from existing configurations, to explain in a more
general fashion certain mechanisms which are common to several models, to improve the
formulation of current models... (cf. D1.2) This leads to a second part of the task of building
urban design models: to the formulation of a second layer of the urbanistic knowledge which
is emancipated from the empirical models of streets, avenues, sidewalks… and mostly aiming
at proposing to designers some powerful instruments for the research process of extraction,
transformation and formalisation of existing street models.
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-B- Multimodal and multilevel design models of
main streets, avenues, boulevards and bus lanes

I. Five design models of main streets

1) The levelled street
2) The dual street
3) The curtained street
4) The available street
5) The multifunctional street
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THE
LEVELED STREET
RUES PRINCIPALES
Laboratoire Régional de l’Ouest Parisen - Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées - New Road Construction Concept - 2007 September the 9th

[Intentions]
(a) To support an important street commercial activity ;
(b) To dedicate the street space to the various lows more than
to “stay uses” ;
(c) To incite reasonable speed and mutual attention from the
various users ;
(d) To give the street a strong visual unity, a temperate and spacious character ;
(e) To allow many possible readings of the limit between pedestrian and car spaces.

[Conigurations]
-A- Build relatively high buildings, with regular and well shaped
façades, and commercial use at the street level ;
-B- Put at the same level all the street surface ;
-C- Release the internal volume of the street from any obstruction, car parking or shops extensions ;
-D- Balance the ratio of pedestrians / vehicles surfaces ;
-E- Form an intermediary space of overlapping uses, with a
width inferior to half that of pedestrian space ;
-F- Complete and balance the visual demarcations of this intermediary space.

Animation /

INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS
-ABuild relatively high buildings, with
regular and well shaped façades, and
commercial use at the street level
-BPut at the same level all the street surface

Stay uses /

Paying attention/ no

Sober atmosphere /

Adaptable
/ Fixed

Calm

Flux

attention required

Abounding atmsophere

(a)
To support an
important commercial activity

(b)
To dedicate the
street space to
the various lows
more than to
“stay uses”

(c)
To incite reasonable speed and
mutual attention
from the various
users

(d)
To give the street
a strong visual
unity, a temperate
and spacious
character

(e)
To allow many
possible readings
of the limit between pedestrian
and car spaces





















[Context]
We desire to work on the ambiance and the look of a
main street, to bring a signiicant overall unity to that
place while allowing it to receive a multiplicity of uses
and modes of transport. Our position is to set up
sidewalks and road at the same level.
To level a street is deliberately to go out of the coniguration of
the ordinary street, leaving the roadwayway and sidewalks and,
as well, the current practices they use to support. How then to
organize and signify the new division of spaces? How to provide
safety to pedestrians and how to prevent wild parking without
entering in contradiction with the irst intention of this model
consisting in a strong unity of the street space?

[Problems]

-CRelease the internal volume of the street
from any obstruction, car parking or
commercial extensions











-DBalance the ratio of pedestrians / vehicles surfaces











-EForm an intermediary space of overlapping uses, with a width inferior to half
that of pedestrian space.



















-FComplete and balance the visual demarcations of this intermediary space

A street where the limits of uses are being
adjusted according to the circumstances

 = The coniguration supports the intention, more or less strongly -  = The coniguration is contrary to the intention

Widening the pedstrian space?
Sometimes the street is too narrow to widen sidewalks,
or even in some cases, this action isn’t suitable. In fact,
a too important widening could tend to “dilute” the
pedestrian space: people would be walking in a space
not proportionated to their number, body and speed.
But too narrow sidewalks have the inconvenient of
being too “weak” in comparison to the roadway: they
put pedestrians in a position of inferiority regarding
the wide space reserved for vehicles. Thus the size of
sidewalks must concord on one side with human proportions, with pedestrian feeling of density and on the
other side with the relative “weigth” of the roadway.

Perception of proper spaces
To level a street allow, while removing the limits of
uses, to enlarge the proper spaces perceived by each
user, this without enlarging too much the space effectively reserved to each of them: some areas of the
street global volume may hopefully seem to belong
properly to many different users.
Opportunities for drawing limits between central and lateral
lanes
For questions of street safety perception on one side,
and of wild parking and water collection on the other
side, the absence of limit between pedestrians and
cars spaces seems impossible. In the case of current
leveled streets, designers even sometimes mark with
different street furniture some concrete limits between
central and lateral spaces that are inally more strong
and annoying for “soft modes” than the one exiing in
the ordionary street coniguration...
In brief :
- A certain number of technical elements (gutter, curb, pavement, bollards, etc.) may naturally participate to the deinition
of visual limits between pedestrians and vehicles spaces.
- But a such delimitation is opposite to a search for unity and
width of the street space perception.
- The total absence of limits between central and lateral spaces,
however, is impossible if pedestrians and vehicles are to make
use of the same street steadily and in balanced proportions.
Is the road / sidewalks operating mode the only possible one
from now?

[Parti]
Rather than to create only one limit between a motorized central space and pedestrian lateral spaces,
we can lay out two distinct limits, shifted one from
each other and consequently, create an intermediary
space appropriable by both type of users, pedestrian
and vehicles, according to the daily or weekly various uses of that street.

UNIFYING : Unity of the street is
brougth clearly perceptible in order to
provoke an evolutive interpretation of the
sub-spaces divisions of the street section
acording to uses circumstances.

The parti of the levelled street can be declined
according to 3 actions of conception successively applied to the generic diagram of the main street.

OVERLAPPING : Central and lateral
spaces overlap themselves in an intermediary space. This action creates an inter-ield
space, the proile becoming constituted of
three types of entities:
* The roadway forms the primary ield, the
central way, dedicated to motorized vehicles
which overlap lateral lanes.
* Two lateral secondary ields are replacing
the usual sidewalks and dedicated to pedestrians and “soft modes” whith overlap on
the central way.
* Suggested or dedicated limits of those
overlaps form two inter-ields which
separate the secondary ields from the the
middle of the street.

[Operating modes]

LEVELING : Street is levelled and all its
parts get similar qualities. Focus is mainly
directed on the lower part of the proile, i.e.
where this model differs from the ordinary
street coniguration. Consequently we
obtain:
* A roadway as primary ield and raised at
the level of lateral pedestrian ways, which
progressively acquires the status of secondary ield from that ways.
* Lateral secondary ields for pedestrians
which are widen but lowered at the level of
vehicles and which consequently acquire,
in some moments, the status of a primary
ield.
* Two inter-ields constituting for each of
these central and lateral ways, an easily accessible space.
CE = Center - CP = Primary Field - CS = Secondary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CC = Counter-Field - Ou = Opening

* The global volume of the street is clear
and deined, formed by building allignments and by ground homogeneity, playing
the role of a primary ield.
* Inter-ields are perceived sometimes
as part of the central way, sometimes as
extentions of the lateral ways.
* The central way may appropriate the
overlapping space and play the relative role
of a primary ield when the traic raises up.
* Lateral ways may appropriate the interields and play the role of a primary ield
when pedestrians density becomes important.

The levelled street is formed of three types of space:
central and lateral spaces, which are dedicated to
vehicle trafic and to pedestrians amenities, and an
overlaping intermediary space, also dedicated to
trafic more than to static uses, which is shared as
a possible extensin of both central way and lateral
ways.

[M1] When many pedestrians and vehicles
use the street, inter-ields become delimited
spaces welcoming intermediary uses (temporary parking, delivery, … etc). Cyclist are
free to appropriate the whole width of the
street.
[M2] When pedestrians predominate,
they naturally appropriate the inter-ields
by taking as limit of use, the closest line
of the central way. Then, cars tend to slow
down and cyclists are redirected toward the
center of the street.
[M3] When car trafic is dense, the interields are perceived and used as edges of
the central way and may serve as extensions of that space for cyclists, pedestrians
tending to stay away.
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THE
DUAL STREET
RUES PRINCIPALES
Laboratoire Régional de l’Ouest Parisen - Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées - New Road Construction Concepts - 2007 September the 9th

[Intentions]
(a) To give more space to “soft modes” in order to balance the
transport modes ;
(b) To widen and make obvious the perception of all users’ usable space ;
(c) To protect “soft modes” and local uses ;
(d) To rely on the auto-organisation of uses, politeness and
good manners of people ;
(e) To balance transit and local uses.

[Conigurations]
-A- Make a large space shared by “soft modes” and local uses
on the main sidewalk (4 m minimum) ;
-B- Put the main sidewalk on the side which is the sunniest and
closest to the stores, implying a dissymmetrical proile ;
-C- Set a roadway that mixes vehicles and public transports ;
-D- Balance the surface ratio between the sidewalk and the
roadway in order to make them equally discernable ;
-E- Insert a kind of bank between the two main ways that contains parking, street furniture, plantations, etc.

INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS

Soft modes/
Motorized
modes

Requires attention /

(a)
To give more space
to “soft modes” in
order to balance the
transport modes

(b)
To widen and make
obvious the perception of all users’
usable space

-AMake a large space shared by
“soft modes” and local uses
on the main sidewalk (4 m
minimum)

Allows inattention



-BPut the main sidewalk on the
side which is the sunniest and
closest to the stores, implying a
dissymmetrical proile





-CSet a roadway that mixes vehicles and public transports





-DBalance the surface ratio
between the sidewalk and the
roadway in order to make them
equally discernable



-EInsert a kind of bank between
the two main ways that contains
parking, street furniture, plantations, etc.

Mixed
uses/ Separated uses

(c)
To protect
“soft modes”
and local uses



Sober atmosphere /

Abounding atmosphere
(d)
To rely on the
auto-organisation
of uses, politeness
and good manners
of people

(e)
To balance
transit and
local uses















[Context]
The dual street is a main street with a proile of 14
to 20 metres broad. This model makes it possible to
accommodate public transport, cyclists, parking and
important pedestrian use of the street space. Its parti
suits well with dissymmetrical streets.
As regards the division of space between the different uses and
modes of transport, the dual street adopts an intermediate
position between the leveled street that mixes all modes and
the multifunctional street that separates everything: it only
tears apart “soft modes” from the motorized ones by organizing
two distinct shared spaces of same importance.

[Problems]




A street which puts cars and pedestrians in a
symetrical and equitable position





 = The coniguration supports the intention, more or less strongly -  = The coniguration is contrary to the intention

Dissymetry of a street
A street of which the buildings and activities are dissymmetrical earns little from a classical sidewalk /
roadway division: such a form being symmetric while
the street is not. This dissension will be all the more
strong as the width of the street will be limited. For
from a certain point of view, a sidewalk islike the
square or the esplanade of the buildings and spaces it
hugs: they maintain a natural relationship of use and
proportion. Add the fact that the street orientation
will expose to sunlight one of its sides more than the
other: the daylight disposal always intensify the dissymmetric nature of a street. Hence a symmetric design into a dissymmetric street is not always judicious.

The street cut off by its roadway
A street crossed over by a central roadway with a
strong trafic is cut into two parts. Its narrow sidewalks are weak and too poorly protected to support a
local appropriation of the street space. But the liveliness of a street mostly comes from “stay uses” and
from the exchanges that take place from one side to
the other side of the street. Most of the time, a large
trafic that lie upon a broad roadway strongly weaken
the street local use and weaken its character.
Multi-modality in small spaces
Organizing the cohabitation between many modes of
transport into one same little space is not an easy task.
But several possibilities may be offered to the designer
by considering the fact that the perception of a proper
space by any of the street users lays as much on the
real space that is physically accessible to him as on
the perceived space that he may think is accessible to
him...
The separation of modes of transport is therefore not always a
good solution : it may decrease the spaces perceived as “proper”
or “useful” for each user.
Moreover, separating all modes does not make the transport and
various uses safer: they’ll certainly be perceived as safer, but the
attention will thus be naturally reduced and the desired effect
may be inally reversed.

[Parti]
OVERLAPPING : We link and separate
the two main ways while enlarging the
inter-ield in such a way that it overlaps the
roadway and the sidewalk at the same time:

We decide to create a broad sidewalk, as large as
the roadway and clearly separated from it, in order
to gather and welcome all the “soft modes”, local
uses, stores extensions, etc. on the more suitable side
for the liveliness of the street.

* The primary lield allocated to the “soft
modes” is edged by the uses of the interield and by those of the building fronts
giving on the street.
* The primary lield dedicated to the motorized modes is reduced, surrounded on
one side by the inter-ield and on the other
one by the little sidewalk, thus making a
counter-ield ield that protects buildings
surroundings from vehicles.
* On the side of the main sidewalk, the
shop stands and the various furniture
coming from the buildings make a second
counter-ield linking the private parts of
the street to the public space.
* The enlarged inter-ield forms a space
on its own, kind of repository that gathers
each object and “stay use” of the street.

This parti can be declined according to 3 actions
of conception successively applied to the generic
diagram of the main street :

SEPARATING : We split the proile of
the space into two parts, while inserting
an intermediary space between the major
sidewalk and the roadway :
* The roadway, as a primary ield, welcomes all motorized modes and possibly
parking uses.
* The main sidewalk, which is also in a
position of a primary ield, gathers and
welcomes all the “soft modes”.
* The inter-ield separates these tow main
ways so that they become relatively independent from each other.
* The small sidewalk constitutes a secondary ield on the other side of the street. It is
clearly located on the roadway side.

BALANCING : We widen the large
sidewalk in order to give it a status equivalent to that of the roadway. Thus the little
sidewalk is reduced to a minimal width:

The dual street is formed by 4 types of space: the
primary ields, which mix vehicles’ lows on one
side and “soft modes” on the other; a kind of
bank crating an inter-ield and welcoming “stay
uses”; two counter-ields making the interface
between pedestrian lows and buildings private
spaces.
We can now form the speciic diagram of the dual
street and consider its operating modes.

[Operating modes]

* The primary ield wich is still allocated
to the motorized vehicles now occupies a
lateral position in the street proile.
* The other primary ield which is dedicated to all “soft modes” (pedestrians, cyclists,
etc.) has a nearly similar position except the
fact that it is located on the most attractive
side of the street.
* The inter-ield splits those two primary
ields of equal width.
* The little sidewalk which is reduced to
the minimum becomes a counter-ield
when it is not used by pedestrians.
CE = Center - CP = Primary Field - CS = Secondary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CC = Counter-Field - Ou = Opening

[M1] When the major sidewalk is alive and
well used, all the “soft modes” prefer to
move on this large, friendly and well protected space that forms one of the primary
ields of the street, somewhat forgetting
the second part of the street.
[M2] When “soft modes” are few, cars
constitute the more “lively” aspect of the
street. The small lateral sidewalk thus continue to play its role of secondary ield.

SCALE : Urban Body

ORDER : Public Places
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KIND : Main Streets

THE
CURTAINED STREET
RUES PRINCIPALES
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[Intentions]
(a) To attenuate, for pedestrians and motorists, the potential
dangers and nuisances as well as their perception of it ;
(b) To dedicate a speciic and proper space to the pedestrian ;
(c) To unify the perception of the roadway ;
(d) To form a protected access to the buildings ;
(e) To ilter natural light and to refresh the atmosphere ;
(f) To produce a “stage effect” regarding the street, its uses and
its buildings.

[Conigurations]
-A- Plant an alignment of trees, with thin, high and clear
trunks, letting the sky appearing ;
-B- Choose a small interval between the tree trunks (16-26 ft.) ;
-C- Prune the trees so that they reach half of the buildings
height ;
-D- Make the street long and rectilinear or very short ;
-E- Compose proile of the street symmetric with not too large
sidewalks ;
-F- Build an only roadway, large enough to host the car trafic,
parking and possibly a bus lane.

Attention required/

innatention
allowed
INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS
-APlant an alignment of trees,
with thin, high and clear trunks,
letting the sky appearing
-BChoose a small interval between
the tree trunks (16-26 ft.)

(a)
To attenuate, for
pedestrians and
motorists, the
potential dangers and
nuisances as well as
their perception of it





-CPrune the trees so that they
reach half of the buildings
height
-DMake the street long and rectilinear or very short

separated uses
(b)
To dedicate
a speciic
and proper
space to the
pedestrian

(c)
To unify
the perception of the
roadway

 







-ECompose the proile of the
street symmetric with not too
large sidewalks
-FBuild an only roadway, large
enough to host the car trafic,
parking and possibly a bus lane.

mixed uses /





Sober and spatious atmosphere /
Abounding atmosphere

(d)
To form a
protected
access to the
buildings

(e)
To ilter
natural light
and to
refresh the
atmosphere

(f)
To produce a
“stage effect”
regarding the
street, its uses
and its buildings

One street for three worlds

[Context]
A “curtained street” plays an important and strategic
role into the urban network of a city. Its section is
about 20m large, bounded by high buildingss creating a well formed U-section. The “curtained street” is
quite long and high, and its buildings may be settled
in an orderly maner. But this model can also happens
in opposite situations, when the building frontage may
be very discontinuous and the street very short..







Pedestrians and cars are expected to use this street intensively.
Hence the space that will be dedicated to each of them may be
quite narrow. Nevertheless, transit and local trafic, access to
buildings and public transportation, parking, shops and even
markets should be able to ind their place into the whole organisation of the curtained street.







[Problems]



























 = The coniguration supports the intention, more or less strongly -  = The coniguration is contrary to the intention

A large roadway between high buildings
When a heavy trafic takes place in the middle of the
street, pedestrians are naturally pushed back along the
buildings, in narrow spaces. On the other side, high
and massive buildings also makes the pedestrians step
aside, instinctively, towards the centre of the section.
Hence in sections that need to keep a limited width,

it may be delicate not to “strangle” pedestrians lows
between these two contradictory tendances.
Nuisance due to heavy trafic in a narrow U-section
In a U-section, noise and air pollution tend to keep
inside the volume of the street. Beside the climatic
conditions and the importance of sources, these sections may be more easily polluted than others. It is
another fact that nuisances are perceived more or less
importantly according to the idea people have of their
source. The width of the proile being limited, pedestrians move right beside the roadway and its nuisances
may be taken more harmful than they actually are, as
their sources can be directly identiied.
Going home through an important street
A transit-oriented street is used intensely to go from
point of the city to another. For the residents, on the
contrary, the access to their parcel represents the last
level in the hierarchy of paths that drive them from
city to home. In highly circulated streets, there is
therefore a qualitative “jump of scale” between these
two functions that often put the pedestrian in a weak
position.
How then can we conceive a street capable of combining local
uses with important trafic, transit circulation with home access,
all this inside a relatively narrow section imposing proximity
between all users and nuisance sources?

[Parti]
CONTINUING : The roadway and sideway spaces being relatively high, they will
only keep their quality if they are wether
continued on several sections of the same
street or, on the contrary, limited to a very
short section. In both cases the whole
street is endowed with similar qualities.

We decide to isolate the sidewalks from the
roadway, so as to form 3 autonomous and distinct
spaces. Two ine “curtains of trees” are disposed
on the boarder of the sidewalks: they hide the
lateral sight of those moving along the street.
The parti of the curtained street can be summed
up in 3 actions of conception applied successively to
the main streets generic diagram:

* The global ield of the street is perceptible through the buildings façades if they
are two times higher than the curtains of
trees constituting the inter-ields.
* The roadway is the primary ield of the
street : it is set free from part of its lateral
constraints. It is well formed and authorizes a certain laxity from its users, whose
speed completely hides the secondary ield.
* These qualities are also to be found in
the sidewalks constituting the secondary
ields: even if the speed of pedestrians
is much lower, those walking in straight
lines only perceive a well-formed corridor, whereas other uses may have a more
extended lateral view on the street.

RAISING : Our street being limited in
width, its constitutive spaces can only
develop in the vertical and longitudinal
dimensions. Moreover, if lateral sight is
hidden, the user attention is raised up. The
rows of trees reach half of the building
height and raise both the sidewalks spaces
and the roadway space. They constitute an
intermediate level of scale between the users and the massive buildings. This is how
we have:
* One primary ield in the middle of the
street, dedicated to vehicles of all sorts, its
focal point being raised up.
* Two sidewalks in position of lateral
secondary ield, their perspective being
also raised up by the springing of the tree
trunks.

VEILING : A ine row of trees planted at
a small interval veils the roadway from the
sidewalk and conversely, by a “curtain effect”. Nuisances and potential dangers are
hidden. They are therefore at the same time
less easily perceptible and slightly diminished. The street is then composed of 3
distinct microcosms, all vertically oriented:

The curtained street is thus formed of three
raised up and longitudinal spaces. These spaces are
both limiting and ignoring each other. The clarity
of the street form relies upon the simplicity of the
way spaces are divided: one primary way bounded
by two banks that are raised up and evolving according to their proper nature.
We can now draw the speciic diagram of the curtained street and consider its operating modes.

[Operating modes]

* Two curtains of trees creating ine
inter-ields that visually separate the lateral
sidewalks from the central roadway without
occupying too much space.
* The primary ield hosts an important
number of vehicles that are allowed to care
for their proper way.
* The secondary ield users may forget a
little bit the main roadway and its potential
nuisances.
CE = Center - CP = Primary Field - CS = Secondary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CC = Counter-Field - Ou = Opening

[M1] The curtained street works in one
and only way: whathever the intensity of
pedestrians and vehicles trafic, whatever
the occupation of sidewalks by shops
stands, markets or other installations, the
curtained street will always be formed by
3 microcosms that are nearly independent
of each other, structured and reinforced
by the general perspective and the two
curtains of trees.
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[Intentions]
(a) To set technical networks more accessible ;
(b) To organize two pedestrian use modes of the sidewalks and
their extensions ;
(c) To allow only temporary stops, at any time and without
interrupting the trafic ;
(d) To widen the pedestrian space without showing it too much
to the motorists ;
(e) To reduce vehicles speed ;
(f) To encourage the inhabitants to appropriate the public
space.

[Conigurations]
-A- To create an overlapping band, located between the sidewalk and the roadway, at the level of the roadway ;
-B- To give to the sidewalk a width of at least twice the overlapping bandwidth ;
-C- To cover the entire surface (sidewalk + gutter) with the
same clear modular material ;
-D- To shrink the space (roadway + gutter) to a minimum width
of about 8.5 m ;
-E- To cover the roadway with a black-coated material contrasting with the sidewalks and gutters surfaces.
Long time park-

Adaptable / permanent

ing /

Short time
parking

Soft modes /
Motorised modes

Sober atmosphere /
Abounding
atmosphere

(c)
To allow only
temporary stops,
at any time
and without
interrupting the
trafic

(d)
To widen the
pedestrian
space without
showing it too
much to the
motorists

(e)
To reduce
vehicles
speed































-DTo shrink the space (roadway +
gutter) to a minimum width of
about 8.5 m.













-ETo cover the roadway with a
black-coated material contrasting
with the sidewalks and gutters
surfaces.













INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS
-ATo create an overlapping band,
located between the sidewalk and
the roadway, at the level of the
roadway

(a)
To set technical networks
more accessible



-BTo give to the sidewalk a width
of at least twice the overlapping
bandwidth
-CTo cover the entire surface (sidewalk + gutter) with the same clear
modular material

(b)
To organize two
pedestrian use
modes of the
sidewalks and
their extensions

(f)
To encourage
the inhabitants
to appropriate
the public space

A street in which central and lateral ways can ind
a small extension according to circumstances

[Context]
We consider building a street section of an average
width, located into a dense urban fabric, linked to
public transports and dedicated to quite a local scale
of trafic. The pedestrian activity is or will be large,
and the buildings façades relatively welcoming.
It is to be taken into account that pedestrians and cars uses will
vary a lot over time, at rush hours for example. That brings us
to seek for a rather lexible arrangement, able to welcome several
operating modes.

[Problems]

 = The coniguration supports the intention, more or less strongly -  = The coniguration is contrary to the intention

Anarchical organisation of underground networks
The different types of underground technical networks (water, gas, electricity, telephone, etc.) are implanted on a case-by-case basis, in a separate way and
sometimes under the entire width of the street. Usually it’s quite dificult to reach them, or just to locate
them. Thus, maintenance works or modiications of
the networks take a certain time and often block the
circulation. The successive “rubber patches” are not
really of a nice effect, the paving often being weaken
by the loss of the tight character of its coating.
Variability of uses and permanence of the design
A street is a living space, which has its proper rhythm,
linked for example to the home-job run, of which

rush hours step into precise moments of the day.
However, a street is also an a concrete arrangement designed on paper but carried out “in hard”,
the conigurations of which remain stable for many
years. Thus the variation of use modes will rely irst
on administrative regulations or cultural habits. But it
may also be supported by spatial and physical conigurations that are able to modulate the street space
perception.
Public space appropriation and street life
If pedestrians could occupy a part of the raodway in
case of high frequentation, shops and private individuals might be able, on the other side of the sidewalk,
to appropriate the spaces running along the facades so
as to make good use of them. Such a mechanism may
easier local life as this phenomenon depends mostly
on the propensity of inhabitants to take possession of
the street as a true place of social life.
The gutter”s temporary uses
The water collection gutter is the only technical network occupying a part of the street surface.
It is also the temporary gathering place of urban rubbish and only runs out waters when it rains or when
the street is cleaned out. If it were widened, it could
very well form a space large enough to allow temporary parking or temporary uses bu pedestrians. But
this would imply to ind a way of preventing long time
parking and, more generally, long time appropriation
of that place so that it remains available.

[Parti]
MOBILIZING : The widened gutter
covers up the underground networks with
removable paving stones. In surface, it is
also dedicated to the temporary uses of the
street which is now composed of 5 types
of spaces :

We decide to deine the gutter for rainwaters collection as a central element of the street composition,
capable of bringing together and organizing the
underneath technical networks and able, at the
same time, to articulate pedestrian lows, car trafic
and temporary parking at the street surface.

* Inter-ields welcoming temporary stops,
pedestrians overtaking, water drainage etc.
* Secondary ields, under the sidewalks
and their widened gutters, gather all networks into a reachable place.
* The central roadway is reserved for
trafic and uses the inter-ields to stock its
temporary parkings
* The sidewalks welcome the pedestrians
that can appropriate the inter-ields.
* The counter-ields restore the equilibrium of the sidewalks by developing their
part which is in contact with the buildings
frontages: stands, terraces and elements of
private life going up to the public space.

This parti can be declined according to 3 actions
of conception successively applied to the generic
diagram of the main street :

WIDENING: Usual sidewalks conigurations are widened. In the same way, the
enlarged gutter space takes an important
part of the roadway which is thus reduced
to its minimum. We get:
* A roadway as primary ield which is
reduced to its simplest measure in order to
welcome a two-way trafic lane, and two
temporary parking lanes.
* Two sidewalks as secondary ields
dedicated to pedestrians and constituting
enlarged spaces that balance the weight of
“soft modes” and motorized modes.

The available street is lexible, depending on the
use that will prevail by taking advantage of the
particularities of very changing circumstances. It
reorganizes underground networks in order to set
a free zone: it must stay available, temporarily, in
order to provide an additional space to users that
may need some.

Sidewalks are not anymore simple edges of
the roadway but form well deined spaces.

OVERLAPPING: The widened gutter is conigured in order to form a large
encroachment of the sidewalk on the
roadway, creating an overlapping inter-ield
between the central way and the lateral
ways. Similarly, local activities linked to the
buildings can overlow on the sidewalk:
* A small roadway as primary ield.
* Enlarged sidewalks as secondary ields
that receive from one side the shop stands,
benches and frontage uses, and from the
other side the overlapping of the roadway
integrating the widened gutter
* An inter-ield giving to pedestrians the
possibility of using a part of the roadway
space.
* A counter-ield articulating street activities to the buildings life.

We can now form the speciic diagram of the
available street and consider its operating modes.

[Operating modes]

CE = Center - CP = Primary Field - CS = Secondary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CC = Counter-Field - Ou = Opening

[M1] : At the most animated moments,
shop stands and residents take one part of
the sidewalks; pedestrians encroach upon
the roadway and appropriate the interields, cars keep running slowly.
[M2] : When pedestrians trafic is important, the sidewalks are extended to the
inter-ields that serve in particular to fast
and hurried walkers, cyclists, etc.
[M3] : In case of strong trafic, the interields are used as spaces for temporary
parking in order to maintain the trafic
luidity.

ECHELLE : Corps Urbain

ORDRE : Lieux publics

FAMILLE : Rues

GENRE : Rues principales

THE
STREET
RUESMULTIFUNCTIONAL
PRINCIPALES
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[Intentions]
(a) To give more space and more safety to “soft modes” in
order to balance transport modes ;
(b) To optimize transport lows according to their speed ;
(c) To make clear the demarcations of each space and relationships maintained with the adjoining spaces, and allow users to
pay a minimum attention ;
(d) To provide a modest and organized character to the street ;
(e) To reduce the transversal disconnection effect.

[Conigurations]

To each mode of transport its proper space

-A- Each modes of transport has a proper space physically
delimited or indicated ;
-B- Each surface dedicated to one transport mode is proportioned for the uses it has to welcome ;
-C- Between the car way and the space reserved for public
transports, insert a border broad enough to be used as a refuge
(min 50 cm);
-D- Along the public transports proper sites, insert a sidewalk
slightly raised (in case of a separated cyclist track) ;
-E- Place the fast ways in the centre and progressively, the slowest ones towards the edges of the street ;
-F- Set neat crossings, visible from far away.

“Soft modes”
/ Motorised
modes

INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS
-AEach modes of transport has a
proper space physically delimited or indicated

Stay uses /

Flows

Attention required /
Inattention allowed

Sober atmosphere /
Abounding atmosphere

Separated
uses /
Mixed uses

(a)
To give more space
and more safety
to “soft modes” in
order to balance
transport modes

(b)
To optimize
transport lows
according to their
speed

(c)
To make clear the
demarcations of each
space and relationships
maintained with the
adjoining spaces

(d)
To provide a
modest and organized character
to the street

(e)
To reduce the
transversal
disconnection
effect











-BEach surface dedicated to one
transport mode is proportioned
for the uses it has to welcome



-CBetween the car way and the
space reserved for public transports, insert a border broad
enough to be used as a refuge
(min 50 cm)



To the urban scale, this street represents a major axis
for trafic. The section has a width of about twenty
meters. It is quite long and crossed by only few
intersections. It leads many trafic lows between two
circulation nodes.
This section of street hasn’t any particular architectural interest. Few local activities take place along it, and
its use is dominated by heavy car trafic. In addition,
other itineraries are conceivable, which could deal with
a considerable part of cars low.
The principle of the multifunctional street consists precisely
to deine the place given to each transport mode. The balance
of functions is decided and then ixed by physical and spatial
arrangements. These ones reduce the car importance in order
to offer more space to cyclists, public transports and other “soft
modes” that usually have dificulties to manage a space for their
own in front of a heavy trafic.

[Problems]












-DPlace the fast ways in the centre
and progressively, the slowest
ones towards the edges of the
street









-ESet neat crossings, visible from
far away











[Context]



 = The coniguration supports the intention, more or less strongly -  = The coniguration is contrary to the intention

Mixing the modes of transport in heavy trafic conditions
An important car circulation bothers and is bothered
by the trafic of other modes of transport that take
the same way but with different rhythms and speed.
Most of the time, “soft modes” ind themselves in a
situation of weakness.
Cohabitation of several modes in case of heavy trafic
raises a problem of safety, of speeds coordination and
of heterogeneous trajectories that are disturbing the
overall street luidity. Balance in the division of spaces
is often hard to conceive.

Multifunctionality
It is easy to lay out a street proposing 2 or 3 types
of transport spaces, using for example the common
coniguration of the “roadway / sidewalks” street.
However, supporting the presence of a higher diversity of trafics while physically separating them from
each others is more complex a task. Indeed, separating
the modes costs a lot of space and the juxtaposition
of longitudinal lines tend to create an effect of crosswise disconnection.
The division of modes by spatial and physical arrangements
According to the context and beyond a certain circulation threshold, it becomes impossible to rely on
a mutual courtesy of people and on space legibility
in order to regulate the various uses. Even beyond
a higher threshold, road signs, slight markings and
explicit regulations are not suficient either. It belongs
therefore to physical and spatial arrangements to allow
or to prevent certain behaviours.
Dificulties of “hard” solutions
To settle physical limits between the street spaces
tends to suppress the social self-regulation between
the different users (diligence, politeness…) while
rigidifying the street functionning. Moving apart and
juxtaposing the lows make it possible for everyone to
freely adjust speed and rhythm of motion. However
the weakest modes are forced to follow the trajectory
of the heaviest ones, which of course doesn’t correspond to their natural trajectory.
Safety and risk perception
Arranements that protect users from each others
increase the perception of safety. Behaviours change
accordingly: risks taking, acceleration and diminution
of diligence. At the end, the “real” safety may have
decreased.

[Parti]
MARKING : Spaces are separated by
signs and physical limits that are adjusted
according to their position into the proile. Despite the functional aspects of this
model, some subtleties appear at the scale
of each lane :

We decide to separate the street proile into several
subspaces, each one being proportionated to a special mode of transport and relatively independant
from the others.
This parti can be declined according to 3 actions
of conception successively applied to the generic
diagram of the main street :

* Inter-ields can be rather perceived as
borders of the ways than as proper spaces.
* The primary and secondary ields are distributed according to their size and speed,
clearly deined and readable. Users are
mainly concerned by what takes place at
the front and the back of their trajectories.
* In some cases, certain slow or unused
lanes can temporary operate as inter-ields
by inserting a distance between sidewalks
and the roadway for example, or between a
high speed lane and an access lane...

SEPARATING : The various urban
modes of transport are separated according to speed, types of vehicle, trip lenght...
forming several longitudinal subspaces
allotted to each of these lows:
* The global ield of the street looses its
initial ternary and hierarchal composition
(one way, two edges): it is therefore less
perceptible and plays a minor role into users behaviour.
* Several limited lanes welcome speciic
transportation modes. They are in such a
number and similarity that they are neither
real primary ields nor truly secondary
ields.

The multifunctional street is resolutely turned to its
transit and lows functions rather than towards idle
uses and local life. It inevitably makes a breakup
between each bank of the street, but this phenomenon is decreased by a wise repartition of the
various lanes into the width of the proile as well
as by the delicacy of borders treatment.
We can now form the speciic diagram of the
multifunctional street, and consider its operating modes

PROPORTIONING : Each space has its
width adjusted according to the size and
speed of its users, thus creating :

[Operating modes]

* Several primary ields the largest being
positioned toward the central region of
the proile; but their “primary” character
remains quite weak.
* Secondary ields with lower widths
(pedestrians, cyclists…) rather positioned
on the lateral parts of the proile; but their
“secondary” character also remains quite
non apparent.
* Some potential inter-ields of low width,
formed by edges, by lines of furniture,
trees alignements and cars parking.

CE = Center - CP = Primary Field - CS = Secondary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CC = Counter-Field - Ou = Opening

[M1] When all trafics are heavy, every
mode follows its line at its own rhythm,
without too much carrying about others.
The street mainly functions in a longitudinal way, except at crossroads.
[M2] In the case of slow ways that may be
intercalated between faster ways, or in the
case of poorly occupied lanes, as bus lanes
may sometimes appear, these may serve as
inter-ields for the ways they separate.
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[Intentions]
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(a) Ease the coexistence of very different ways of occupying the space
and buildings dedicated to very different uses on the same boulevard ;
(b) Group together the ground-floor activities that animate the street in
order to create small urban centers ;
(c) Limit the area dedicated to activities that may harm the quality of
life ;
(d) Facilitate the flow of through-traffic by separating out local traffic
and public transit stops ;
(e) Differentiate between adjacent spaces that are inhabited by different
social groups ;
(f) Add rhythm and punctuation to the boulevard in order to create a
less monotonous promenade.

A boulevard composed of a series of rooms, plazas and various intersections.

[Configurations]
-A- Create a wide central roadway with 2x2 lanes that is relatively
straight ;
-B- When placing the buildings to each side of the roadway, advance
one out of every three or four building islands* ;
-C- Construct tall buildings, while varying the height from one building
to the next ;
-D- Create side-alleys in the wide sections of the boulevard ;
-E- Insert planted divider strips between the roadway and the side-alleys
such that the width of a divider strip + side-alley is equivalent to that of
the roadway.
* = A building island is a series of buildings side by side that share a continuous façade.

Difference /
Unity

INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS

(a)
Allow very
different activities
and buildings to
coexist

Liveliness / Nuisances

Through
traffic / Local
traffic

Give Structure / Adapt

(c)
Limit the area
dedicated to
activities that
may harm the
quality of life

(d)
Facilitate the flow
of through-traffic by
separating out stops
and local access

(e)
Differentiate
between adjacent
areas that have
different social
status

(b)
Group the
activities that
will create a
lively street life

(f)
Add rhythm
and punctuation to the
boulevard

[Context]

The coexistence of activities and housing

We would like to create, in a semi-urban* setting, a
boulevard that is capable of playing a central role in
the composition of the urban fabric and of the surrounding spaces : an intermittent boulevard is meant
for different kinds of users, different kinds of activities which will take place next to each other in the
same space. This diversity leads to the juxtaposition
of buildings that are not necessarily of the same type,
but, in contrast with a plaza or an avenue, for example, the intermittent boulevard easily accommodates
the coexistence of heterogeneous elements : it alternates between building facades and the intermittent implantation
of lateral alleys along its length.

The presence of heterogeneous activities (small businesses, garages, offices, small and large stores, etc.) can
contribute to the life of the site, but may also create
noise, odors or other disturbances that would bother
potential inhabitants. On the other hand, the vehicles
that stop on the road, the extensive use of the parking
spaces, and the constant flow of vehicles due to the
diurnal activity of the professionals who work there
create a pleasant and reassuring dynamic, despite the
limited size of the space that is left for pedestrians.
However, these spaces tend to be empty at night and
to create a sense of insecurity for the inhabitants of
the boulevard. The large size of this sort of road
artery amplifies both the positive and negative phenomena.

[Problems]

The Speed of the Vehicles on a Boulevard

The social organization and image of a boulevard


























-DSide-alleys in the wide sections













-EPlanted divider strips between the roadway
and the side-alleys such that the width of
a divider strip + side-alley is equivalent to
that of the roadway











-FSmall intersections in the wide sections
and large intersections where the building
islands are brought forward











-AWide 2x2 roadway that is relatively straight
-BBuildings on each side of the road, advance
one out of every 3 or 4 building islands
-CTall buildings with variable height







Although a semi-urban boulevard is not subject to the
same constraints of representation as a downtown
avenue, for example, its form-giving role in the road
network makes it necessary that such a boulevard have
a certain easily identifiable image. This clarity is easily
obtained with a simple and imposing alignment that
distributes a homogenous occupation of the space :
high-class residential boulevard or, on the contrary,
working-class; boulevard full of luxury activities and
services or, on the contrary, handcrafting and industrial activities, etc. On the other hand it is much more
difficult to imagine the coexistence, along the same
boulevard, of activities and housing aimed at very
different social classes: no particular mental image of
the boulevard would form.

The imposing dimensions of a boulevard encourage
people to drive faster. Yet the relatively large number
of intersections with other roads in the network
means that this increase in speed does not lead to an
improvement in traffic flow or a reduction in travel
time. If speed increases, it is among other things
because people feel the need to adapt their driving to
the surroundings in which they evolve. Considering
that the large size of a boulevard is not going to lead
to moderation in speed; it is rather by relying on the
setting up of remarkable noticeable elements that one
can create an alternative perception of the environment that permits people to drive at a speed suitable
to an urban setting. And yet a boulevard, unlike an
avenue or a plaza for example, does not contain urban
elements that are easily noticeable…

* = Semi-urban refers to an area in the immediate vicinity of a city
 = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly -  = The configuration does the contrary

[Parti]
We decide to create, using intermittence, lateral
side-alleys running along the edges of the boulevard
that are dedicated to local access and which push
the buildings towards the exterior of the boulevard.
We thus conceive a series of relatively autonomous
spaces that create an interface between through-traffic and local activities.

FINISHING : We complete the design
of the boulevard by adding the finishing touches to the pedestrian paths along
the sides of the divider strips and on the
sidewalks in front of the buildings. We thus
have :

The approach of the intermittent boulevard is
designed according to 3 conceptual actions that we
apply successively to the generic diagram of
semi-urban boulevard :

SEPARATING : We intermittently push
back the building facades in order to enlarge the boulevard in certain sections, thus
punctuating the route of the motor vehicles. We thereby clear out various spaces
along the buildings and the boulevard’s
space is composed of 2 types of elements :

* A primary field which plays its axial role
and constructs the global linear image of
the boulevard.
* Secondary fields consisting of side-alleys
set back slightly.
* Two inter-fields placed on wide planted
divider strips set aside for pedestrians and
which create a natural link between the
primary and secondary fields.
* Counter-fields consisting of small sidewalks whose uses are linked to the activities
of the buildings.

[Operating Modes]

* A large 2x2-lane roadway that plays the
role of a primary field dedicated to vehicles, whose regular flow accentuates the
perspective of the central part of the space.
* Side-alleys that occupy most of the lateral
parts of the profile, serving as secondary
fields or as counter-fields placed at a certain
distance from through-traffic and dedicated
the specific functions of the buildings.

MARKING OUT : The flow of local traffic follows the side-alleys, which are located
behind a planted divider strip which marks
out the alignment of the boulevard. We
thus have :
* Two divider strips that serve as interfields by creating distance between the sidealleys and the central roadway in such a way
that makes them relatively independent.
* One-way side-alleys along the facades of
the buildings, secondary fields that accommodate and shelter the local and parking
traffic.
* A primary field made up of a central
roadway that accommodates through-traffic and which is fed by the intermittence of
the side-alleys.

CE = Center - CP = Primary Field - CS = Secondary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CC = Counter-Field - Ou = Opening

The intermittent boulevard is thus formed from
three types of spaces: a central space dedicated to
through-traffic, intermediary separating spaces
set aside for pedestrians and which offer areas for
certain uses that are specific to a given section of
the boulevard, and, finally, lateral spaces dedicated
to stops and to local traffic that create a link with
the diverse activities of the buildings.

[M1] When there are few vehicles and few
pedestrians, the inter-fields serve as spaces
that filter transversal flows. They are the
boundary between the central, very public
roadway and the semi-private side-alleys.
[M2] When pedestrians predominate, they
naturally take over the inter-fields. The
side-alleys become public spaces linked to
the activities of the buildings.
[M3] When through-traffic predominates, local traffic is drastically reduced and
pedestrian uses are practically nonexistent, the side-alleys and the sidewalks are
perceived as counter-fields that separate
and protect the buildings from the flow of
traffic.

SCALE : Urban Fabric

ORDER : Sections

FAMILY : Streets

KIND : Semi-urban Boulevards

THE
TRIPLE BOULEVARD
RUES PRINCIPALES
[Intentions]

Lrop - NR2C - August 9th, 2008 - Summary of THE TRIPLE BOULEVARD – Please consult the detailed version for additional information

(a) Improve the flow of through-traffic on the primary axis by
separating out local traffic and public transit stops ;
(b) Allow the secondary traffic flows to slow down and to stop or
turn in without bothering the through-traffic ;
(c) Bring together the pedestrian uses in one welcoming space ;
(d) Make the boulevard take advantage of the presence of the
buildings: light, shelter, windows, visual frame, etc … ;
(e) Create a distance between the buildings and the use of the public
space.

A boulevard that separates the different kinds of
flows to facilitate traffic.

[Configurations]
-A- Construct a wide central roadway with 2x2 lanes, possibly with bus
lanes on each side ;
-B- Place buildings at the property border ;
-C- Place the secondary roadways (2x1 lanes) on the lateral extremities
of the street ;
-D- Sandwich wide planted sidewalks, wider than the secondary
roadways, between the central roadway and the lateral roadways ;
-E- Maintain narrow sidewalks adjacent to the buildings.

INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS

-AConstruct a wide central roadway with
2x2 lanes, possibly with bus lanes on
each side.

Welcoming
/ cold

Animation
/ Calm

Protected /

(b)
Allow the
secondary traffic
flows to slow
down and to
stop or turn
in without
bothering the
through-traffic

(c)
Bring together the
pedestrian uses
in one welcoming
space.

(d)
Make the
boulevard take
advantage of the
presence of the
buildings: light,
shelter, windows,
visual frame,…

(e)
Create a
distance between
the buildings
and the use of
the public space







































Access /

Access /

Flow

Flow

(a)
Improve the flow
of through-traffic
on the primary
axis by separating
out local traffic
and public transit
stops



-BPlace buildings at the property border
-CPlace the secondary roadways (2x1 lanes)
on the lateral extremities of the street
-DSandwich wide planted sidewalks, wider
than the secondary roadways, between
the central roadway and the lateral
roadways
-EMaintain narrow sidewalks adjacent to
the buildings

exposed



 = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly -  = The configuration does the contrary

[Context]
At the boundary between two cities or two
neighborhoods, we would like to create a space of
activities and exchanges that does not exclude the
dwelling function of the boulevard. By definition, a
semi-urban* boulevard receives heavy and contrasted
flows of traffic and people. We propose to separate
the flow of through-traffic from the flow of local
traffic that normally mix on this type of boulevard.
We thus create two types of roadways which function
independently and in parallel.
How de we fairly divide the available space such that the
primary roadway is still important, but the uses of the
secondary roadways are not limited to those of residential
side-alleys ? How do we guarantee that the secondary roadways
are not annexed for other uses ? What space remains for
pedestrians in this type of arrangement ?

[Problems]
Coexistence of activities and dwellings
The layout of a boulevard, aside from its large
dimensions, can easily be identified as a boundary
between two cities, two neighborhoods. This strategic
position can attract a large number of different wideranging activities that must coexist within the context
of the dwelling function.
Though the number and variety of professional
activities present on a boulevard contribute to the
life of the site, they may nonetheless tend to create a
disordered image of the space. In spite of that, the
many stops, the heavy use of the parking spaces and
the continuous flow of vehicles related to the diurnal
activities of the site create an atmosphere that can be
pleasant and reassuring, even if they leave little space

for pedestrians. On the contrary, spaces dedicated to
activities end up empty and lifeless at night, creating
a feeling of insecurity among the inhabitants of the
neighborhood.
The speed of the vehicles on the boulevard
The central structural role of such a boulevard means
that this type of road receives a large number of
users who do not always have the same intentions
and this to the point that it becomes difficult to
drive at the desired speed without bothering other
users. As the dimensions of a boulevard do not
encourage moderate speeds, it is rather by relying on
the organization and the allocation of different uses
that such effects can be obtained. Side-alleys are often
thought of in this case.
Misuse of the side-alleys
The arrangement of the secondary roadways parallel
to the primary roadway poses two difficulties: on the
one hand the secondary roadways may be annexed
by the users of the rapid roadway when it is blocked;
on the other hand, the secondary roadways may be
blocked by temporary parking or other practices
linked to commercial and residential access.
Relationship between the buildings and the public space in a
semi-urban area
The flows of traffic and the occupation of the public
space may lead to nuisances and move residents
to build façades set back from the limits of their
property, thus creating private spaces that are
difficult to use. By doing this, they take away from
the boulevard the benefits that a street generally gets
from the presence of buildings: readability; light;
protection from bad weather; dynamic uses linked to
entries and exists, commercial exchanges and the life
of the buildings.

* Semi-urban refers to an area in the immediate vicinity of a city.

[Parti]
We create secondary roadways for local traffic
that line the buildings and expel the majority of
the pedestrian spaces to the inter-fields: between
these roadways and the primary roadway. The
secondary roadways are thus disassociated from the
primary roadway, as the buildings in retreat are
disassociated from the public space.

LINKING : We limit the space of the
sidewalk lining the buildings in order to
shift pedestrian uses linked to the buildings
towards the inter-field space. We thus link
the inter-fields to the buildings and in so
doing the secondary roadways that separate
them. We have formed :

This approach is broken down into 3 conceptual
actions that are applied successively to the generic
diagram of semi-urban boulevards :

* Two counter-fields composed of
secondary roadways and inter-fields that
form a single space linked to the buildings
and their uses.
* An autonomous primary field that is
nonetheless adjacent to lateral spaces with
a comparable status.

ALLOCATING : We try to differentiate
among the types of traffic according to
the intentions of the users and the speed
with which they circulate. We separate the
through-traffic from the local traffic, and
we obtain two types of spaces in which to
circulate :
* Two secondary fields consisting of lateral
roadways in two different directions,
relatively independent of the central
roadway and which make it possible for
secondary flows of traffic to slow down
and to access the area without disturbing
the through-traffic.
* A primary field consisting of a central
roadway with 2x2 lanes that receives the
through-traffic and the public transit traffic,
freed from the impediment generated by
the secondary flows of traffic.

[Operating Modes]

MOVING AWAY FROM THE
CENTER : We place the secondary
roadways in direct proximity to the
buildings, and we mark out a boundary
between the two types of traffic by
inserting a planted inter-field space. We
thus have:
* A primary field delimited by large planted
sidewalks and their uses.
* Two inter-field while separating the
primary roadway from the lateral roadways,
receive pedestrians, bicycles, public transit
stops and parking if necessary.
* Two secondary fields moved towards
the buildings and which create distance
between the buildings and the uses of the
inter-field spaces.
CE = Centre - CP = Primary Field - CS = Secondary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CC = Counter-Field - Ou = Opening

The triple boulevard is thus formed by three
distinctive spaces that are relatively autonomous
and of equivalent size: the central roadway, more
fluid, which is surrounded en each side by lateral
roadways and their planted sidewalks, which
receive all the local traffic and the access to the
buildings.
We can now create the specific diagram of the
triple boulevard and conceive its modes of use.

[M1] During the day, the activity linked
to the buildings and the local traffic work
together and form two large counterfields between the central roadway and the
buildings.
[M2] At night the uses concentrate
primarily on the central roadway. The
sidewalks that form the inter-fields thus
push to the side the secondary roadways
and the buildings.

SCALE: Urban Fabric

ORDER: Sections

FAMILY: Streets

GENUS: Avenue Parks

THE
PARK
THE AVENUE
AVENUE PARK
Lrop - NR2C - April 4th, 2008 - Summary of THE AVENUE PARK – Please consult the detailed version for additional information

[Intentions]
(a) Protect dwellings from the nuisances generated by the
through-traffic;
(b) Reserve the edges of the avenue for the residents;
(c) Liberate the facades from their social representation role
by drawing attention towards the central axis and the extremities of the avenue;
(d) Create an open and accessible urban park that plays an
important role within the neighborhood;
(e) Create a structure-providing axis in the urban road network

An avenue that supports strolling, loitering and
urban structure while conserving the privacy of
residents.

[Configurations]
-A- Implant a large 2x2-lanes shared roadway;
-B- Place the roadway in the center of the avenue;
-C- Border the roadway with sidewalks for the pedestrians;
the width of these sidewalks is less than or equal to half of
the wide of the roadway.
-D- Implant accessible wide, tall promenades: the width of
these promenades is less than or equal to that of the central
area (roadway + sidewalks);
-E- Place small side-alleys - whose width is significantly inferior to that of the promenade - with small sidewalks along
the buildings.

Nuisance /
Tranquility

INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS

-AImplant a large 2x2-lanes shared roadway
-BPlace the roadway in the center of the
avenue

/
Open

Privatize

Liberate /

Access /

focus the attention

Control

(a)
Protect dwellings
from the nuisances
generated by the
through-traffic

(b)
Reserve the edges
of the avenue for
the residents

(c)
Liberate the facades from their
social representation role

(d)
Create an open
and accessible
urban park

















Provide
Structure
/ Adapt
(e)
Create a structure-providing
axis in the city

[Context]
We would like to work on the image of an avenue in
a residential neighborhood in order to give it value as
a structuring urban element. We consequently give it
large dimensions while still conserving the privacy of
residents. In order to set up this type of space, we take
the approach of installing large promenades down the
center of the avenue and, in parallel, local-access alleys
just in front of the building facades. We thus create
two types of roadways with distinct uses that function
independently of one another.
How can we provide peace and quiet for the residents and
control the speed of the automobiles? How can we make the
pedestrian promenade pleasant in such a large space?
What image and what social structure could suit this avenue?

[Problems]



-CBorder the roadway with sidewalks
for the pedestrians; the width of these
sidewalks is less than half of the wide of
the roadway











-DImplant accessible broad, tall promenades that are less wide than the central
roadway











-EPlace small side-alleys with small sidewalks along the buildings









 = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly -  = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly

Monumental scale of an avenue park
The simplicity, sobriety and large dimensions of the
avenue park let it easily serve as a practical and easilyidentifiable boundary between two neighborhoods of
the same city.
Nonetheless, this type of sober and spacious arrangement can easily become cold and somber, even frozen
and intimidating, a situation that would appear to
be in contradiction with the friendly and welcoming
character that we would like to bestow on a residential
street.

An avenue’s tranquility and animation
The heavy traffic that characterizes this type of avenue
may have bothersome consequences for the residents
such as noise, pollution and the dangers intrinsic to
vehicles.
In exchange, the activities linked to these nuisances
create a dynamic atmosphere which can be reassuring
for pedestrians, particularly at night.
Nonetheless the presence of a great variety of uses
is necessary in order to animate the street. The very
large dimensions of the avenue park make it easy for
a feeling of tranquility to turn into a one of boredom,
for a feeling of calm serenity to turn into one of unsettling emptiness.
The social organization of an avenue and its image
The monumental dimensions of an avenue park suggest the possibility of variety in its social organization:
can we not find room for everyone in such a large
space?
The very wide profile of this type of avenue can support a certain heterogeneity in the line of the buildings,
which makes it possible for people to highlight the
characteristics of certain buildings in order to differentiate them from the others.
Nonetheless, in order to remain representative of the
city, the image of an avenue should be global and
homogenous in its form and alignment.

[Parti]
CREATING BOUNDARIES: We visually and physically reinforce the differentiation of the primary and secondary spaces
by implanting wide promenades between
the central roadway and the side-alleys. We
thus have:

We create side-alleys for local traffic that are confined to the space alongside the buildings, and we
protect them from the central roadway with large
inter-fields.
We turn these inter-fields into open urban parks
that shield residents from the heave traffic flow of
the avenue and that make using the avenue more
pleasant.

* Two densely-planted inter-fields that are
perceived as parks or as spaces that protect
the residents from the nuisances of the
central roadway.
* Two freed secondary fields, that can appropriate the inter-fields when the local
pedestrians feel the need and that can create the boundary of the public space.
* A global field that takes on a monumental
scale, thanks to the prioritization of the inter-fields and the axial nature of the avenue.

The approach of the avenue park is divided into 3
conceptual actions that we apply successively to the
generic diagram of secondary avenues:

CONFINING : We place the local access
roadways in the lateral fields. We thus create secondary fields near the lateral limits,
and we obtain a profile composed of two
types of elements :
* A primary field dedicated to vehicles that
plays the role of an axis and which marks
the perspective from the center of the
roadway.
* Two lateral secondary fields, used to
provide local access to the buildings for
pedestrians and cars.

[Operating Modes]
The avenue park is thus made up of three types
of spaces: the central space dedicated to throughtraffic, the lateral spaces dedicated to local access
and the intermediary separating spaces, consisting
of planted promenades that serve to make the
pedestrian paths more pleasant.
We can now determine the specific diagram of the
avenue park and envision its modes of use.

AMPLIFYING: The central roadway is
widened towards the two lateral parts, and
a space between it and the side-alleys is
created. At this point, the configuration is
composed of:
* A primary field consisting of a wide, central, 2x2-lane roadway dedicated to throughtraffic and separated from local stops.
* Two secondary fields consisting of lateral
one-way roadways that are physically separated from the central flow of traffic.

GF = Global Field - CE = Center - PF = Primary Field - IF = Inter-Field - SF = Secondary Field - CF = Counter-Field - Op = Opening

[M1] The avenue park does possess only
one operating mode. The through-traffic
commands all of the structure-building
central space regardless of the activity of
the promenades and counter-alleys. The
inter-fields function as filtering spaces
between the very public central roadway
and the nearly-private side-alleys. The local
traffic, confined to the lateral spaces, is isolated from the through-traffic by the wide,
tall promenades.

SCALE: Urban Corps

ORDER: Public Spaces

FAMILY: Streets

GENUS: Main Streets

THE AVENUE PROMENADE
Laboratoire Régional de l’Ouest Parisen - Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées - New Road Construction Concepts - April 3rd, 2008

[Intentions]

Two use modes of the pedestrian space

(a) Ensure that the importance of the avenue at the city scale is felt
from all points on the avenue;
(b) Make the flow of automobile traffic imperceptible from the edges of
the avenue;
(c) Make the pedestrians’ path fluid, spacious, elegant and lively;
(d) Make the dawdling oscillate between the stores and the promenade
under the trees;
(e) Maintain the liveliness of the pedestrian promenade after store
hours;
(f) Organize a discreet but efficient interchange between the flow of
pedestrians and the flow of public transit.
sentir, en tout point de l’avenue, son importance à l’échelle de la ville ;

[Configurations]
-A- Organize good public transit service along the planted promenade;
-B- Build broad sidewalks, around 1/3 the width of the avenue;
-C- Place the rows of trees bordering the roadway, a good distance
from the building facades
-D- Allow sellers’ stands to advance a large distance into the public
space;
-E- Give the lanes of the roadway comfortable dimensions;
-F- Reserve the lateral lanes of the roadway to public transit vehicles
and bicycles.

Hide/show

INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS

(a)
Ensure that the
importance of the
avenue at the city
scale is felt from
all points on the
avenue

-AOrganize good public transit service along
the planted promenade



-BBuild broad sidewalks, around 1/3 the width
of the avenue



-CPlace the rows of trees bordering the
roadway, a good distance from the building
facades

Dawdling/Walking

(b)
Make the flow of
automobile traffic
imperceptible
from the edges of
the avenue



Stable/Variable

(c)
Make the
pedestrians’ path
fluid, spacious,
elegant and lively

(d)
Make the
dawdling
oscillate
between the
stores and the
promenade
under the trees

(e)
Maintain the
liveliness of
the pedestrian
promenade after
store hours

(f)
Organize a
discreet but
efficient interchange
between the flow
of pedestrians and
the flow of public
transit





































-EGive the lanes of the roadway comfortable
dimensions











-FReserve the lateral lanes of the roadway to
public transit vehicles and bicycles











-DAllow sellers’ stands to advance a large
distance into the public space



 = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly -  = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly

An important commercial avenue that reserves a
space for each type of activity: transit, strolling and
stopping.

[Context]
We plan to build or to renovate a very wide and wellbuilt avenue that will serve as a major axis at the scale
of the city. We choose to allocate a large space for
commercial activities and to make the most of the
axial and monumental perspective of the alignment.
How should the different flows of people on a very busy
commercial axis be organized in order to offer a pleasant walk
for the passers-by, good access for the residents, attractive store
windows for shoppers and good traffic conditions for those who
are only passing through? And how do we make the most out
of the axis of perspective and the image of the avenue from any
location on it?

[Problems]
Double status of the automobile traffic
While the sidewalks of a commercial avenue constitute
a popular place for outings by foot, the heavy
automobile traffic is often a nuisance for pedestrians.
The noise, the smells and the sensation of potential
danger lead planners to more or less strongly isolate
pedestrian uses from the automobile traffic. After
store hours, however, the avenue is emptied of
most of its occupants, leaving the few passers-by
and residents who stroll in the middle of the broad
sidewalks quite alone. The flow of cars, therefore, is
no longer a source of potential nuisances, but rather
of permanent and glowing movement that, gathered
in the center of the street, can reassure, illuminate and
participate in the animation of the city...

For pedestrians, a large-scale avenue constitutes a
popular place to stroll when going from one point to
another of the city. The presence of numerous stores
also generates a generous concentration of people
who wish to dawdle and stop at the stores. The happy
coexistence of the passers-by and the shoppers results
from a balance that is difficult to find. If it is indeed
found, the proportions of the spaces make it possible
for everyone to enjoy their proximity. In the name
of the subtle game of “seeing” and “being seen”,
the person taking a stroll can take advantage of the
shopping and the shopper can take advantage of the
possibility of taking a stroll, each of them going from
one activity to the other and vice versa…. But the
shoppers may become an obstacle if they are too close
to the passers-by. If they passers-by are too close to
the shop windows, on the other hand, they may bother
the shop owners and not notice the constant flow of
pedestrians before them….
Difficulty of associating public transit with pedestrian uses
For pedestrians, public transit constitutes a way to
cover portions of their itinerary more quickly. By
definition, a public transit user becomes a pedestrian
as soon as she gets off the vehicle. She ceases to
be one as soon as she gets back on. It could thus
be possible to favor these two transport modes and
the transitions from one to the other by intelligently
grouping and associating the spaces dedicated to these
modes. But public transit, which consists of heavy
modes of transport, has a lot of inertia (both in terms
of speed and trajectory), which, by its very nature,
places it in opposition to pedestrian spaces. It is
therefore not easy, and even dangerous, to place public
transit and pedestrians in close contact and separated
by the interface of a mere sidewalk….
Monumental dimensions and making the most of perspective
The large dimensions of the profile of an avenue
makes it possible for anyone to identify it as an
important axis on the scale of the city. In order to
accentuate this monumental effect and restore a
human dimension to certain sub-spaces, rows of
trees are often planted along the edge the sidewalk.
Seen from the roadway, the alignment of the trunks,
regularly spaced on each side, borders the axis
of perspective and heightens the perception of
depth. But seen from the sides of the avenue, the
perspective’s vanishing point is lost, hidden by the
trees’ foliage. From the sides it is therefore necessary
to find another way to stage the avenue...

[Parti]
OVERLAPPING: We allow the stores
to encroach on the sidewalk, and we
implant long rows of trees in the spaces
for pedestrian through-traffic. These trees
create a junction between the sub-spaces
dedicated to pedestrians and bicycles. We
thus create:

We provide pedestrians with very wide sidewalks,
on which we create two distinct spaces: on one side,
a promenade that borders the roadway and, on the
other, a sort of large linear esplanade in front of
the building facades and shop windows that is left
free of obstacles.
The approach of the avenue promenade is
divided into 3 conceptual actions that are applied
successively to the generic diagram of primary
streets:

* A large roadway, primary field, whose
monumental perspective is reinforced
by the presence of promenades on the
sidewalks. Next to the sidewalks, the
secondary fields, whose physical use is
reserved for buses and bicycles, also benefit
sidewalk users who are thus distanced from
the automobile traffic.
* Commercial alleys next to the buildings,
secondary fields bordered on one side
by sellers’ stands and on the other by the
pedestrian promenades.
* Pedestrian promenades that are also
secondary fields and that run between the
roadway and the commercial alleys and that
are protected by the lines of trees.

WIDENING: We generously widen the
profile of the avenue in order to give the
sidewalks a status equivalent to that of the
roadway, but without necessarily reducing
the former. We thus create:
* A still-comfortable roadway, primary
field and central axis of an avenue, which
now plays an even more import role in the
hierarchy of the city’s road network.
* Very wide sidewalks lining the buildings
that have now become primary fields of
the profile, just as the roadway is.

[Operating Modes]

DIFFERENCIATING: We distinguish
several secondary fields inside of each of
the three primary fields that that will be
occupied in different fashions: the lateral
lanes of the roadway are reserved for
public transit and the exterior parts of the
sidewalks are offered to pedestrians who
wish to make forward progress rather than
to linger near the stores. We obtain:
* A central roadway, still a primary field but
lined by two secondary fields dedicated to
public transit and possibly open to cyclists.
* Sidewalks made up of two secondary
fields each: the first one is next to the
roadway and receives pedestrian throughtraffic; the second is found next to the
building facades and offers a large space to
shoppers, residents and sellers.

GF = Global Field - CE = Center - PF = Primary Field - IF = Inter-Field - SF = Secondary Field - CF = Counter-Field - Op = Opening

The presence of stores on this large avenue that
is well-served by public transit generates a large
number of pedestrians who occupy the space in two
ways: some of them linger near the stores, whereas
others stroll alongside the lines of trees. The bus
lanes border the central roadway, which is still
dedicated to automobiles and whose perspective is
reinforced by the presence of grand rows of trees.

[M1] When pedestrians are numerous, in
particular during store hours, the sidewalks
function as primary fields, as does the
roadway. The pedestrians naturally assign
the sidewalk space: shoppers near the
storefronts and passers by under the rows
of trees next to the bus lane.
[M2] When there are few pedestrians
and the stores are closed, the roadway
and the axis of perspective become the
avenue’s primary points of interest, and
the pedestrians will tend to cluster near
them. The planted promenades function
as secondary fields of the primary field
consisting of the roadway. At the margins,
the empty space before the buildings serves
as a counter-field.

SCALE : Urban Tissue
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Laboratoire Régional de l’Ouest Parisen - Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées - New Road Construction Concepts - 5 Octobre 2007

[Intentions]
(a) Affirm the political will to limit the automobile space in order
to make urban transport more efficient ;
(b) Make the ease of the flow of public transit vehicles in the
central part of the avenue be perceived as a sign of good functioning ;
(c) Depend on a clear perspective in order to reinforce the structuring role of the avenue ;
(d) Use the effect of emptiness linked to the implantation of the
central reserved platform in order to bring out the value of the
local activity in the lateral spaces (roadways + sidewalks) ;
(e) Create an impression of space and at the same time an impression of dense pedestrian presence and activity on the sidewalks.

An avenue with a central bidirectional reserved
public transit platform that combines axial
(central) perspective and animation on the lateral.

[Configurations]
-A- Build an axial bidirectional reserved platform wide enough to
receive public transit vehicles, cyclists and taxis ;
-B- Physically protect the access to the reserved platform and differentiate between its surface and that of the roadway ;
-C- Put into place lateral 2-lane roadways that are not too wide,
without parking places ;
-D- Install sidewalks whose width is equal to at least a quarter of
that of the avenue ;
-E- Plant tall trees with dense, covering foliage ;
-F- Install urban furnishings (benches, etc.) between the trees, and
allow stores to extend their displays onto the sidewalks.
Public transit /
Individual transit

Global scale /
Local scale

Sens of space /
Human density

(a)
Affirm the political
will to limit the
automobile space
in order to make
urban transport
more efficient

(b)
Make the ease of the
flow of public transit
vehicles in the central
part of the avenue be
perceived as a sign of
good functioning

(c)
Depend on a
clear perspective
in order to
reinforce the
structuring role
of the avenue

(d)
Use the effect of emptiness
linked to the implantation of
the central reserved platform in
order to bring out the value of
the local activity in the lateral
spaces (roadways + sidewalks)

(e)
Create an impression
of space and at the
same time an impression of dense pedestrian
presence and activity on
the sidewalks

-ABuild an axial bidirectional reserved
platform wide enough to receive public
transit vehicles, cyclists and taxis











-BPhysically protect the access to the reserved platform and differentiate between
its surface and that of the roadway









-CInto place lateral 2-lane roadways that are
not too wide, without parking places









-DInstall sidewalks whose width is equal to
at least a quarter of that of the avenue









INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS

-EPlant tall trees with dense, covering
foliage









-FInstall urban furnishings (benches, etc.)
between the trees, and allow stores to
extend their displays onto the sidewalks









 = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly -  = The configuration does the contrary

[Context]

Conflict between the proportions of an avenue and the scale of
a pedestrian

We wish to create a bidirectional reserved public
transit platform in the center of a wide avenue
(around 35 meters) that has an important perspective.
The height of the buildings is relatively large (20-25
meters), and the area is very attractive.

The sidewalk’s space can be perceived in different
ways depending on the width of the street that it is on.
A too-pronounced enlargement of the sidewalk tends
to “dilute” the pedestrian space: the pedestrian moves
about in over-dimensioned spaces that are too large
for her. On the contrary, a too-narrow sidewalk puts
the pedestrian in a position of inferiority in relation to
the large space dedicated to vehicles.

We wish to reinforce the structural aspect of the avenue while
maintaining a certain happy bustle on the sidewalks.

[Problems]
Functional difficulties of the central bidirectional reserved public
transit platform
The two-way traffic of the public transit vehicles gives
them an autonomy of function that complicates the
management of the intersections.
Furthermore, when it is placed in the center of an
avenue, the reserved platform is bordered on each
side by automobile traffic. This configuration creates
certain problems. Pedestrians’ access to the bus
shelters is made more difficult because, from the
sidewalk, the pedestrians must cross lanes of traffic
in order to get to the central reserved platform. On
top of creating additional wait time, this can lead to
dangerous situations when pedestrians, at the sight of
an approaching bus, may cross against the light. The
bicycles that enter and exit the platform may also
come into conflict with automobiles.

The central bidirectional platform: an empty space that attracts
the attention of drivers
The width of the central bidirectional platform,
associated with a low rate of passage of public transit
vehicles, confers on this space a sense of emptiness
that attracts attention. From the point of view of
drivers, this can provoke a feeling of incomprehension
or injustice in the presence of congested traffic. This
is even more perceptible when the width of the public
transit lanes are wide, as is often the case on a major
avenue.
The central bidirectional platform: A technical object that
attracts the attention of urban designers
Operational complexity, cost and symbolic effect are
all elements that naturally focus the attention of urban
designers. There is therefore a risk of concentrating
the work on the arrangement of the reserved platform
to the detriment of the lateral spaces dedicated to
automobiles and pedestrians, even though, once the
central reserved platform is built, these spaces will
gather the greatest density of uses.

[Parti]
The avenue functions as a monumental axis on the
scale of the city. The central reserved platform gives
it structure and heightens its value. In order to
avoid focusing attention on the center of the avenue,
which is often empty, we create two lateral poles in
which the action will be concentrated.

HEMMING : We visually and physically
reinforce the boundaries of the pedestrian
spaces in order to group vehicle traffic
towards the center of the roadway.
In the same way, the pedestrian spaces
serve as the hems of the avenue. We thus
have :

The approach of the axial avenue is divided into
3 conceptual actions that we apply successively to
the general diagram of principle avenues :

* Two primary fields made up of the lanes
for automobiles.
* Two secondary fields for pedestrians.
* Two inter-fields, made apparent by rows
of trees that isolate the pedestrian spaces
from the automobile traffic.
* Two counter-fields lining the buildings
that the pedestrians depend on.

EMPTYING : We empty the center of
the avenue, occupied by automobiles, in
order to install bus lanes: the reserved platform. We thus have :
* A primary field dedicated to public transit
and to cyclists that plays an axial role by
bringing out the perspective from the center of the roadway.
* Two lateral secondary fields that receive
automobile traffic.
* Two other peripheral secondary fields that
handle pedestrian traffic.

The axial avenue is made up of a spine along
which the public transit vehicles and the cyclists
move. The lateral spaces are grouped into two poles
formed by the decentralized partitioning of the
activities of the avenue. The entire roadway is bordered by two pedestrian spaces which are themselves
bordered by a row of trees and the stands set out
in front of the stores.

[Operatings Modes]
POLARIZING : We group the secondary
fields to each side of the reserved platform
in order to create two poles. They thus
become important spaces in the life of the
avenue.
We therefore have :
* Two lateral primary fields, each one made
up of one lane of automobiles traffic and
one pedestrian walk.
* A central reserved bus lane that serves as
both a primary field and an inter-field.

CG = Global Field - CE = Center - CP = Primary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CS = Secondary Field - CC = Counter-Field - Ou = Opening

[M1] When public transit vehicles pass by
on the reserved platform and the automobile lanes are full, the center of the avenue
functions as a three-part primary field.
[M2] LWhen the reserved platform
is empty, it functions as an inter-field
between the two automobile lanes.
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THE
RESERVED
PLATFORM UNDER ARCHES
RUES
PRINCIPALES
Lrop - NR2C - April 12th, 2008 - Summary of THE RESERVED PLATFORM UNDER ARCHES – Please consult the detailed version for additional information

[Intentions]
(a) Make the public transit infrastructure and local life stage
each other reciprocally;
(b) Strongly structure the street’s space;
(c) Optimize speed, comfort and regularity of the public
transit;
(d) Restore balance to the different means of transportation
and favor local life to the detriment of the car;
(e) Create a reserve of public space that can be used in
exceptional situations.

A central reserved platform under two rows of
trees receives public transit and “soft” modes of
transportation at the same time.

[Configurations]

A bulky reserved platform

-A- Construct a wide protected platform on one level (no
curbs);
-B- Cover the platform with two rows of trees;
-C- Leave the ground open;
-D- Border the space where the public transit vehicles pass with
lateral spaces that form an inter-field dedicated to local uses;
-E- Design a power system for the public transit vehicles that
can be visually integrated into the space.

Create Hierarchy
/ Balance

Public Transit
Performance
/ automobile per-

(a)
Make the
public transit
infrastructure and
local life stage each
other reciprocally

(b)
Strongly structure the
street’s space



Multi-modality
/ Mono-modality

Adaptable /

(c)
Optimize speed, comfort and regularity of
the public transit

(d)
Restore balance to the
different means of
transportation and
favor local life to the
detriment of the car

(e)
Create a reserve
of public space
that can be used
in exceptional
situations



















-DBorder the space where the
public transit vehicles pass
with lateral spaces that form
an inter-field dedicated to
local uses





-EDesign a power system for
the public transit vehicles that
can be visually integrated into
the space





Transit /
local uses

INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS
-AConstruct a wide protected
platform on one level (no
curbs)
-BCover the platform with two
rows of trees
-CLeave the ground open

The model of the “reserved platform under arches”
is well-suited to a line of public transit located on
a particularly wide street. The paths taken by the
public transit vehicles is gathered into one space and
separated from automobile traffic. At the same time,
we try to associate the functioning of the public
transit with other uses: pedestrian and bicycle traffic,
exceptional events, etc. The ambition of this model is
to, in a single shared space, associate with each other
the modes of transportation that are alternatives to
the private car, and to propose an arrangement of the
space that can support this method of organizing the
uses of the street.

Difficulty of associating public transit with pedestrian uses



Indeed, how can the reserved public transit platform be integrated
with the local functioning of the neighborhood? How can this
imposing element, the result of a large-scale transportation policy,
be associated in the same space with modest urban practices on a
smaller scale ?

Public transit offers pedestrians a way to cover
portions of their itinerary more quickly. Consequently,
it may seem pertinent to associate the spaces dedicated
to public transit with the pedestrian paths in order to
favor the transition from one to the other.
Nonetheless, because of the inertia of the vehicles,
public transit is a “heavy” mode that is naturally
opposed to the soft modes. It is thus difficult to group
them together in the same space without risking the
safety of the pedestrians.





[Problems]

A difficult integration





The competition among different means of transportation,
freedom and mobility









Given the vast space necessary for the implantation
of a reserved platform, and the difficulties that it
entails locally as well as on the scale of the city, this
arrangement must be very well-justified from the start.
One of the usual ways to integrate it with its
environment consists of trying to minimize its impact.
But the superficial elements classically used to achieve
this goal are often of modest scope and may not make
much difference given the width of the public transit
vehicles.

Frozen

formance



[Context]

Installing a reserved public transit platform requires
wide open corridors that consume a lot of space. In
addition, the frequency with which the public transit
vehicles pass is low compared with that of automobile
traffic. From this relationship between a vast space
and its low rate of occupation may result an effect of
“emptiness” that can be unpleasant for waiting users
of the public transit line.
By taking the place of automobile traffic, the reserved
platform may empty the street of its animation.

 = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly -  = The configuration does the contrary

Public transit is making an important effort to compete
with the use of the automobile regarding trips made
in urban areas. The questions of image, comfort and
commercial speed of the lines are the most significant
arguments. The creation of a platform reserved for
public transit vehicles contributes to an increase in the
level of service and, consequently, to an increase in
the number and average distance of the trips. In doing
so, public transit seems to contradict the principle of
savings that originally distinguished it from individual
means of transportation.

[Parti]
BORDERING: The reserved platform
is bordered by spaces that are sufficiently
wide to receive the passage and stopping
of pedestrians, as well as different uses of
local life.
Finally, we have created:

In order to integrate the reserved platform in its
local environment, instead of limiting its surface
area, we can decide to enlarge it in order to integrate
other means of transportation such as taxis, bicycles,
pedestrians, etc. They can thus benefit from the
empty space between the public transit vehicles
thanks to the effect of proximity and unity.
The approach of the reserved platform under arches
can be summarized by three action verbs:

SPREADING OUT : The surface of the
reserved platform is spread out in order to
receive other means of transportation and
encourage citizens to choose soft modes for
their urban trips. We obtain:

* A primary field made up of the reserved
platform in itself and the two lateral
secondary fields that border it, receiving
those who stop and soft-mode traffic.
* A wide, attractive and accessible tree-lined
alley that includes the secondary fields,
which are available for local uses that favor
soft modes of transportation.

[Operating Modes]

* An enlarged reserved platform, primary
field, which receives the public transit
vehicles and the soft modes, thus improving
the performance of public transit and
offering a reserve of public space for
possible public events.
* Reduced lateral roadways, which have
become secondary fields.

COVERING : The central reserved
platform is covered by arches formed by the
branches of two rows of trees, all the while
leaving the space open on the ground. We
thus have:
* A reserved platform whose role as
primary field is reinforced, thus becoming
a strong element that gives structure to the
arrangement of the space.
* A pleasant staging of the reserved platform
and a spatial rhythm thanks to the rows of
the trees.

CG = Global Field - CE = Center - CP = Primary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CS = Secondary Field - CC = Counter-Field - Op = Opening

The principle of the reserved site under arches
consists of favoring local life around arrangements
of the space that were originally meant for
functions at the scale of a city or an agglomeration.
Indeed, the pleasant spaces in the proximity of
the reserved platform favor local uses (soft modes),
thus participating in the linking of difference
scales of the city. Nonetheless, we call attention
to the fact that the direct surroundings of the
reserved site must benefit from a strong potential
in terms both of available space and the number
of people who use the space.

[M1]: When a public transit vehicle is not
passing by on the reserved platform, the
lateral pedestrian areas play the role of
primary fields. They are separated by the
reserved platform’s free space, which acts
as an inter-field.
[M2]: When a public transit vehicle is
passing by on the reserved platform, it
becomes a primary field. It is bordered
by two pedestrian spaces that form its
secondary fields.
[M3]: When the operation of the public
transit line is stopped for a long period,
the entire platform becomes the primary
field.

SCALE: Livable Space

ORDER: Open Spaces

FAMILY: Alignments

GENUS: Lateral bus lanes

RUESSOFT-MODE
PRINCIPALES
THE
SPACE
Laboratoire Régional de l’Ouest Parisen - Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées - New Road Construction Concepts - April 1st, 2008

[Intentions]
(a) Make it possible to have more commercial activity ;
(b) Disassociate the public transit lane from the functioning of the roadway
in order the guarantee regular service and liberate automobile traffic from
other kinds of traffic;
(c) Distance the line of buildings from automobile traffic and its potential
nuisances;
(d) Extend the pedestrian space;
(e) Associate public transit and pedestrians with each other by placing them
in the same space, creating a conjunctive operating mode with a single unified
image;
(f) Appropriate more space for those using soft modes of transportation.

The “soft” modes1 of transportation organize
and form a “commercial platform” that is
detached from the roadway of a main artery.

[Configurations]
-A- Position the bus lane in the side-alley;
-B- Create a platform with only one level and common to pedestrians and
public transit vehicles;
-C- Detach the side-alley from the roadway using a line of trees, parking
spaces and urban furnishings;
-D- Create a space where the bus lane overlaps the pedestrian space;
-E- Make parking possible only from the roadway, and not from the side-alley.

Flow / Stopping

Buildings /

(b)
Disassociate the public
transit lane from the
functioning of the
roadway in order the
guarantee regular
service and liberate
automobile traffic from
other kinds of traffic

(c)
Distance the line
of buildings from
automobile traffic
and its potential
nuisances







-BCreate a platform with only one
level and common to pedestrians
and public transit vehicles





-CDetach the side-alley from the roadway using a line of trees, parking
spaces and urban furnishings



Animation /
Calm

INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS

-APosition the bus lane in the sidealley

-DCreate a space where the bus lane
overlaps the pedestrian space
-EMake parking possible only from the
roadway, and not from the side-alley

(a)
Make it possible
to have more commercial activity





Flow






Automobiles
/ Pedestrians

Public Transit /

Freedom /

Pedestrians

Respect

(c)
Extend the pedestrian space

(e)
Associate public transit
and pedestrians with
each other by placing
them in the same space,
creating a conjunctive
operating mode with a
single unified image

(f)
Appropriate more
space for those
using soft modes of
transportation



[Context]
We envision a platform shared by public transit,
cyclists and pedestrians on a portion of a very wide
street (at least 35 m) with side-alleys (access lanes).
The primary roadway receives heavy traffic. The
sidewalks are wide and lined with activities: high
density of stores and local activities, presence of a
large number of pedestrians (downtown).
How can we make the most of the potential linked to the users
of a public artery for the activities present en each side?

[Problems]



























 = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly -  = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly

Positioning of a reserved public transit platform in an artery
with side-alleys
The implantation of a reserved platform on an
artery saturated with traffic poses the question of
the positioning of the platform. The creation of a
central reserved platform particularly highlights a
monumental perspective, though such a perspective
is rarely present, and creates the effect of a barrier,
something which we generally try to avoid. A lateral
reserved public transit platform, placed to one side of
a roadway, is not well-adapted to the existence of sidealleys: access becomes complicated and the reserved
platform once again creates the effect of a barrier.
Perception of the usefulness of a reserved public transit
platform and of a side-alley and the modification of these
spaces.
A “reserved public transit platform” and a “side-alley”
are spaces that are at the same time reserved for
specific uses and shown as such. Thus, because of the
low frequency with which the public transit vehicles

pass, these “reserved”, “protected” or “dedicated”
spaces often seem unoccupied. These empty spaces
may be perceived as unused spaces, unusable for
pedestrians as they are unusable for automobiles. The
heavy traffic makes drivers in a hurry think that the
side-alley or the reserved platform may be used as
alternative paths allowing them to avoid obstacles….
Difficulty of reconciling the through-traffic function and local
activities
On a major urban transport axis that also serves
as a center of local activities, public transit and
automobiles occupy most of the space. Pedestrians
find themselves entrenched alongside the buildings on
too-narrow sidewalks. The trees are often transferred
onto the median strips between the roadway and the
side-alleys. They therefore do not offer a direct benefit
to pedestrians. This configuration does not make the
most of the stores and activities.
Difficulty of associating public transit with pedestrian uses
Public transit offers pedestrians a way to cover
portions of their itinerary more quickly. Consequently,
it may seem pertinent to associate the spaces
dedicated to public transit with the pedestrian paths in
order to favor the transition from one to the other.
Nonetheless, because of the inertia of the vehicles,
public transit is a “heavy” mode that is naturally
opposed to the soft modes. It is thus difficult to group
them together in the same space without risking the
safety of the pedestrians.

1
The soft modes of transportation (modes doux in French) are those that
do not involve a motor vehicle: walking, biking, rollerblading, etc.

[Parti]
DETACHING : The platform is detached
from the space where automobiles circulate
in order to form its own entity. We thus
distinguish:

Rather than create a reserved space on the side
or in the center of the road, we decide to take
advantage of the existence of the side-alleys in
order to let public transit and people using soft
transport modes circulate. By uniting these different
transport modes in the same space, we create a
platform that becomes the interface between the
buildings and the street.
The approach of the soft-mode space is divided into
3 conceptual actions that we apply successively to
the generic diagram of side-alleys:

[Operating Modes]
SHIFTING: In the side-alley, the
automobilists lose space to public transit,
taxis2 and cyclists.
The public transit vehicles are shifted from
the primary roadway towards the space in
proximity to the buildings.
We thus obtain:
* A reserved bus lane in the side-alley.
* This side-alley serves as a counter-field
counter-field alongside the buildings and an
inter-field at the boundary of the primary
roadway.

UNITING: All of the counter-alley’s
space becomes a platform that unites soft
transportation modes with public transit
on a street without curbs: the different uses
alternate, sharing a space where roadway
and sidewalk are at the same level. We
thus have two spaces that overlap and that
exchange the roles of primary field and of
secondary field, according to the rhythm of
the passing busses:
* A wide pedestrian space situated alongside
the buildings receives the ground-floor
activities.
* A lane reserved for public transit, bicycles
and taxis, elevated in order to be at the
same level as the pedestrian space. At
the margins of this lane, an occasional
secondary field is accessible to pedestrians.
2Taxis are often allowed to use bus lanes.
GF = Global Field - CE = Center - PF = Primary Field - IF = Inter-Field - SF = Secondary Field - CF = Counter-Field - Op = Opening

* A platform that receives the soft modes
and public transit.
* An alignment of trees that can receive
temporary uses and which forms a
secondary field. It borders the platform
and distinguishes it from the automobile
traffic lanes.
* A parking zone forms an inter-field with
the traffic lanes and borders the platform.
* A primary automobile roadway.
The soft-mode space is a way of bringing public
transit and local uses together in a single shared
space. In addition to distancing the soft modes
from “dense” circulation, this arrangement makes
it possible to create a strong association between
pedestrians and public transit. In addition, by
placing the different uses on the same level, the
platform also serves as reserved public space that
may be appropriated by pedestrians in exceptional
situations.

[M1] The most frequent operating mode.
The reserved bus lane is not currently
occupied by a bus. The platform is used
exclusively by pedestrians and bicycles. The
enlarged space near the building facades
constitutes the primary field dedicated to
soft modes.
[M2] When a bus is passing through the
reserved bus lane, it shares the primary
field with the pedestrians, who shift to
the area under the trees in order to let it
pass. The inter-field , formed by the line of
parked cars, is perceived by the pedestrians
as protection from the automobile traffic.
The reduced space near the buildings
facades becomes a secondary field into
which pedestrians have crowed in order to
let the bus pass.
[M3] During exceptional situations, when
the public transit vehicles are absent
from the platform for a certain period,
the entirety of the space is taken over by
pedestrians and serves as a primary field. It
is perceived by automobilists as a very wide
sidewalk.

SCALE : Livable Spaces

ORDER : Open Spaces
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RUES PRINCIPALES
THE
SHELTERED LANE
Laboratoire Régional de l’Ouest Parisen - Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées - New Road Construction Concepts - 1er Octobre 2007

[Intentions]
(a) Create a bus lane operating independently and at lesser cost ;
(b) Make people rather see the empty proper site as an entire part of the
interface between the sidewalk and the roadway, than a sort of dependency of the roadway ;
(c) Bring the bus lane closer to the soft mode course without harming the
latter ;
(d) Make the space of the course sheltered and protected from the public
nuisance of the roadway ;
(e) Discreetly integrate the proper site into the profile of the street.

to put a physical separation, which however will
be constraining for the maneuvers and also more
expensive, and which will deeply mark the transversal
cut effect produced by the sidewalk in the profile of
the street
The difficulties of setting a line of trees on a sidewalk border
The presence of a tree line at the extreme border of
the sidewalk modify users’ perception of the street:
it creates a mask of visibility for the pedestrians,
dangerous in particular for spontaneous crossings;
but it also reduces on the other part, the road width
perceived by the drivers, which can incite them to slow
down.

[Configurations]
-A- Plant a squeeze lining up of big trees, embed at the limit between the
sidewalk and the proper site of the bus lane ;
-B- Choose a nature and a size for the trees so that their foliage largely
covers the proper site and the sidewalk ;
-C- Place a limit clearly visible but easy to cross between the proper site
and the sidewalk ;
-D- Implant bus stops at the cross over, oriented toward the roadway as
well as toward the sidewalk ;
-E- Set back the urban furniture from tree line, turned toward the buildings.
Ambiance
sobre et
spacieuse /

Sécurité
/ spontanéité

“TC = mode doux”/
“TC = mode motorisé”

Ambiance foisonnante

INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS

(a)
Create a bus
lane operating
independently and
at lesser cost

-APlant a squeeze lining up of big trees,
embed at the limit between the sidewalk
and the proper site of the bus lane
-BChoose a nature and a size for the trees
so that their foliage largely covers the
proper site and the sidewalk



-CPlace a limit clearly visible but easy to
cross between the proper site and the
sidewalk



-DImplant bus stops at the cross over,
oriented toward the roadway as well as
toward the sidewalk



-ESet back the urban furniture from tree
line, turned toward the buildings

(b)
Make people rather see the
empty proper site as an
entire part of the interface
between the sidewalk and
the roadway, than a sort of
dependency of the roadway

(c)
Bring the bus
lane closer to the
soft mode course
without harming
the latter

(d)
Make the space
of the course
sheltered and
protected from the
public nuisance of
the roadway






















(e)
Discreetly
integrate the
proper site into
the profile of the
street













 = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly -  = The configuration does the contrary

[Context]
We wish to set up a bus line located in a quite large
street or an arterial street (a minimum width of 25 m).
The frequency rate of the buses is enough significant
to justify the presence of a proper site, in particular if
we consider the disturbances caused by the automobile
traffic on the public transports regularity. The
spontaneous crossings of pedestrians are not frequent
at the sections but concentrated on some points
(traffic lights, intersections...) where they are set up.
This model of bus lane is a sort of « allotted site » common in
Paris as well as outside of Paris. It allows to see the « proper
site » as a full space of the street but also unobtrusive in its
integration to the profile.

[Problems]
Perception and functioning of bus lane in proper site
The consequences of the traffic and the particular
size and maneuverability of buses sometimes lead
to allot them a lane, in order to keep effective public
transports. But the low rate of those vehicles can give
the impression of wasting the space. In this context
a white separating line is not sufficient enough to
enforce the use dedicated to the proper site and to
prevent the embezzlement of an apparently free
space. The person who set it up is naturally led

If the closeness of the trees and the road enables to
clear a large space on sidewalks which are sometimes
narrow, it also complicates the management of the
urban furniture lining. For examples: bus stops are set
back on the space at the back of the sidewalk, because
of a lack of hindsight, when on the other side, the
benches implanted into the tree line have not enough
space compared to the roadway.
Hard association of soft modes and public transports
The public transports and the soft modes (pedestrians
and cyclists) move with very few common
characteristics. Public transports move quickly, mainly
straightaway and in large curves, while pedestrians
move in broken lines and slowly. The imposing and
not very handy character of the public transports
contrasts with the reduced size of pedestrians and
cyclists as well as with their easiness to change of
trajectory.
Despite those strong differences, one is naturally
led to look for the best cooperation between those
two modes a priori complementary, in order to allow
pedestrians and cyclists to increase and complete
their capacity to move continuously on big distances,
when it’s raining or when they have to transport
cumbersome loads for example.
In this framework, how to make pedestrian courses meet buses
itinerary despite their differences and their inconsistency of
nature, so that their complementarities can fully work?

[Parti]
We decide to create a proper site allotted to public
transports, in order to facilitate their circulation.
It’s done in a way so that people don’t see it as
a free dependency of the roadway, but as an
intermediate space quite autonomous located
between the roadway and the sidewalk.

MOVE BACK : We clearly delineate by
a line the location of the proper site on
the roadway, and we manage to have the
tree foliage spreading far enough over
the proper site way, in order to cover it
and to give it quite different qualities of
perception than those of the roadway.
Finally we have :

The approach of the sheltered lane is divided into
3 conceptual actions that we apply successively to
the general diagram of separation between the
roadway and the sidewalk:

* The shape of the foliage surrounding the
bus lane and drawing the perception of this
space, which operates as an autonomous
secondary field disconnected from the
roadway.
* This way also plays the role of simple
inter-field between the sidewalk and the
roadway when buses and cyclists don’t use
it. Thus, it doubles the already existing
inter-field, formed by the boles and
furniture lines.

INSERT : We insert between the sidewalk
and the roadway, a tree line of which the
boles create a clear and net separation
between the pedestrian spaces and the
circulation space. We thus obtain :
* Un A sidewalk slightly set back from the
flows but still operating as the secondary
field of the roadway.
* An inter-field built up with a tree line
implanted between the sidewalk and the
roadway, and protecting the pedestrian
space from car pollutions.
* A lateral bus lane, second secondary field
and integral part of the roadway.

[Operating Modes]

EXTEND : The bus lane grows larger in
order to host cyclists under the trees foliage
and the bole line is doubled by the urban
furniture rows. We thus form :
* A wide road allotted to buses and cyclists
spreading under the tree foliage width, and
is quite independent in order to form a
secondary field quite autonomous between
the sidewalk and the roadway.
* An inter-field slightly enlarged and
denser, between the sidewalk and the
proper site, and constituted of the boles
and the furniture placed in parallel lines.
* A sidewalk outstripping a little bit
more from cars and which is now a quasi
autonomous secondary field.

CE = Center - CP = Primary Field - CS = Secondary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CC = Counter-Field - Ou = Opening

The sheltered lane is thus made of two spaces
running along each other: an inter-field composed
of a tree line and of the furniture at the very
border of the sidewalk, and an allotted proper site,
secondary field seen as a distinct and autonomous
space of the roadway.
We can now precise the operating modes of the
model.

[M1] When the proper site is busy, its
space operates like a secondary field quite
autonomous from the roadway and the
sidewalk. The inter-field separating the
pedestrians from the flows is reduced to
the tree line and the furniture edging the
sidewalk.
[M2] When the proper site is free, it is
associated to the elements edging the
sidewalk in order to globally operate as an
inter-field, putting some distance between
the pedestrians and the car flows of the
main road.

SCALE : Livable spaces

ORDER : Open spaces

FAMILY : Lineaments

KIND : Lateral bus lanes

THE CORNICE LANE
Laboratoire Régional de l’Ouest Parisen - Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées - New Road Construction Concepts - 9 Septembre 2007

[Intentions]
(a) To provide speed, confort and security of public transport,
and avoid diversion of the bus lane ;
(b) To integrate the bus lane to a part of the sidewalk ;
(c) To provide a natural sharing of sidewalk spaces between
cyclists and pedestrians ;
(d) To open the sidewalk to the street and its animation and
functionning, and also in the oposite way ;
(e) To make safer and more confortable sudden pedestrians
crossings ;
(f) To introduce the bergere as a cenral space of the street.

When the bus meets the sidewalk

[Conigurations]
-A- Plant tree alignments with high trunk able to form an “halfvault” including a part of the bus stop ;
-B- Insert between trees alignment and sidewalk border, a suficiently large space to allow cyclists or/and pedestrians trafic ;
-C- Insert street furniture and bus shelter between trees in
order to both side of the sidewalk ;
-D- Separate the proper site of the streetway with a broad border (at least 80cm) ;
-E- Surfaces of the proper site and of the cornice must be similar, but different of the streetway.

Eficiency /
Integration of Public
Transpots

/
mixed uses
Separated

Longitudinal

/ transversal
uses

Soft modes
/ motorized
modes

(d)
To open the
sidewalk to the
street and its
animation and
functionning,
and also in the
oposite way

(e)
To make
safer and more
confortable sudden pedestrians
crossings

(f)
To introduce
the bergere as a
cenral space of
the street













-BInsert between trees alignment and
sidewalk border, a suficiently large
space to allow cyclists or/and pedestrians trafic













-CInsert street furniture and bus shelter
between trees in order to both side of
the sidewalk









-DSeparate the proper site of the
streetway with a broad border (at least
80cm)











-APlant tree alignments with high trunk
able to form an “half-vault” including
a part of the bus stop

CONFIGURATIONS

-ESurfaces of the proper site and of the
cornice must be similar, but different
of the streetway.





 = The coniguration participate to the intention, more or less strongly -  = Its goes against it

The cornice lane is a pattern of lateral bus lane integrated on an arterial street: an avenue, a boulevard, a
court, etc. Existing proile or coming, has quite broad
sidewalks of about ten meters. On the streetway,
vehicles ans public transport trafics, are dense and in
reciprocal perturbation. Pedestrian crossings, sudden
and set are frequent and abundant.
The bergere pattern wants to liberate itself from the problem
related to cars trafic. It provide a lateral bus lane and take
care to integrate its way to the street functioning and the global
perception of that street.

Perception and diversion of bus lane space
There a strong contrast between buses and cars frequency. The bus lane, perceived as a free space, is then
used by cars for circulation, parking, delivery etc. To
avoid that behaviour, the bus lane is often separated
by physical elements, sometimes huge. However, this
coniguration induced by use, may disturb the integration of the proper site in its environement. Indeed,
more the proper site seems detached from the global
dynamic of the street, more the appearent emptiness
is perceived as useless, unjustiied and consequently
diversed.
Streetway border alignments: security and integration

(b)
To integrate
the bus lane
to a part of
the sidewalk

(c)
To provide a
natural sharing of
sidewalk spaces
between cyclists and
pedestrians

(a)
To provide speed,
confort and security
of public transport,
and avoid diversion
of the bus lane

INTENTIONS

[Context]











[Problems]
Autonomy and integration of the bus lane
It seems often suitable to dedicate to bus a speciic
site, separated from the streetway and the sidewalks.
Firstly because high level of cars trafic tend to disturb
the operation of public transport, and buses frequent
stops also disturb cars trafic. Secondly, scale and
speed differences between buses and pedestrians being
to high, it would be impossible to organize a common
circulation way to these two modes for obvious safety
reasons. Then, integration of the fonctional space
of the site to the whole organisation of the street
couldn’t be possible through uses.
Crosswise rupture effect of the site
A wide streetway is always dificult to cross for pedestrians. The rapid circulation of buses into the broadly
empty space of the site, and the unjustiied safety
perception given to pedestrians, make arterial crossing
from a bank to the other even more dificult.

To liberate pedestrian space, or for esthetic reasons,
trees alignments are often placed immediately next
to the sidewalks edges. However, this coniguration
choice presents many dificulties. For security, trunk
allignments next to the streetway, block pedestrians
periferal view to the street, and consequently increase
risks of spontaneous crossings. Moreover, collision
risks are increased by light contrast between shadow
and light zones created by tree foliage which affect
drivers vision. For landscaping, regarding the size of
buses, the bus lane need the integration of tall trees
able to produce a real effect.This become problematic
when streetway structures are close, conining trees
roots in a restrained volume, and limiting their blooming, this in an urban context already dificult.
For security and use reasons, it seems necessary to separate buses
from cars and pedestrians. Then, how to integrate that space to
the street ? How a mainly unused space might be useful ?Could
the bus be linked to pedestrians space ?

[Parti]
After having separated public transport from cars,
we do the same with sidewalks. Two lanes are
created both side of the trees alligment. One creates
a cornice along the sidewalk, following the bus lane,
and perceived from the streetway as a structuring
space..

LINKING : The space of the cornice

The formation of the cornice lane can be
summed up in 3 “design actions” applied successively to the lateral bus lanes generic diagram :

* The trees foliage forms a counter-ield
covering a part of the cornice lane and of
the sidewalk.
* Trees forms, with they trunks, windows
of visibility between sidewalk and streetway: a permeable inter-ield.
* The border of the bus lane is worked out
and widened so as to form an inter-ield
echoing the space of the pedestrian cornice
and ofering a possible shelter in case of
pedestrian crossing the street.
* The global ield of the cornice lane is
accentuated by the form and extension of
the foliage arches, and also by the coherence of border and coating materials.

lane is both linked to the streetway and to
the sidewalk: on one side by the trees covering foliage and on the other side by the
width and the simplicity of the platform
border:

SEPARATING : The buses use the lateral
part of the streetway. In the same way,
pedestrians on a hurry, or uninterested by
local activities, as well as cyclists, move to
the side of the sidewalks:
* The lateral bus lane forms a secondary
ield of the street way which gathers public
transports now liberated from vehicle
lows.
* The edge of the sidewalk is like a cornice:
a secondary ield of the sidewalk holding
pedestrian lows.
* The lateral part of the sidewalk forms a
primary ield which, liberated from pedestrian lows, may dwell more easily local
uses, shops, activities, etc.

[Operating modes]

REUNITING : The bus lane and the
pedestrian cornice are both separated from
their initial space. The special nature of the
“soft modes” they dwell and their physical
proximity tend to reunite them in a same
perceived space:
* A tree alignment forms, by the repetition of its trunks, a permeable inter-ield
between the two spaces of the sidewalk.
* A border materialises the busway and
dissuades vehicles to take it, forming a
second inter-ield.
* Similar coatings are applied on the pedestrian cornice and on the bus lane so as
to make them perceived as a same primary
ield of the street or as a same inter-ield
separating and holding the sidewalk and the
street way: a cornice lane.
CE = Center - CP = Primary Field - CS = Secondary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CC = Counter-Field - Ou = Opening

The cornice lane is formed by the union of two
secondary spaces under the arch of a tree alignment: a pedestrian cornice and a lateral resreved
bus lane. It takes place between the sidewalk and
the streetway, both libetaed from a part of their
users. The cornice lane forms a structuring element
of the street proile.
We can now form the speciic diagram of the
cornice lane.

[M1] When the pedestrian cornice and the
bus lane are occupied, they form one and a
same space dedicated to soft lows, between sidewalk and streetway, composed of
a primary ield and of a secondary ield.
[M2] When the bus lane is unused, this
one forms an extended inter-ield of the
cornice.
[M3] When both the pedestrian cornice
and the bus lane are innocupied, the global
volume of the cornice lane dispears and
is reduced to function as a large inter-ield
between sidewalk and streetway.

SCALE : Livable Spaces

ORDER : Open Spaces

FAMILY : Lineaments

Kind : Lateral Bus Lanes

RUES PRINCIPALES
THE
SIDE STREET
Laboratoire Régional de l’Ouest Parisen - Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées - New Road Construction Concepts - 19 Septembre 2007

[Intentions]
(a) To separate the public transport proper site from the roadway functioning, in order to insure the regularity of transport services;
(b) To release the automobile flow from the other flows;
(c) To move away the façades of the buildings from the automobile flow and
its potential pollutions;
(d) To propose a pedestrian space in relation with other spaces, and a functioning adapted to their scale;
(e) To associate public transports and pedestrians into the same space, according to a common functioning and through a same image;

The “soft modes” get organized and form an
alternative “little street” detached from the roadway of a main artery.

[Configurations]
-A- Place the bus lane in a service road, behind a tree line;
-B- Proportion the bus lane so that it can welcome the overall soft modes
(minimum of 4,25 m);
-C- Insert a sidewalk between the roadway and the service road, containing
the parking area and the planting;
-D- Clear the sidewalk running along the buildings from most of the furniture, and give it a width of at least half of the proper site;
-E- Install a sidewalk with dimensions equivalent to the first one, containing
most of the furniture, between the sidewalk and the proper site;
-F- Make the parking area accessible only from the roadway.
Transports en Commun /
Automobiles
INTENTIONS

CONFIGURATIONS
-APlace the bus lane in a service road,
behind a tree line
-BProportion the bus lane so that it can
welcome the overall soft modes (minimum of 4,25 m);
-CInsert a sidewalk between the roadway
and the service road, containing the parking area and the planting

(a)
To separate the public
transport proper site
from the roadway
functioning, in order to
insure the regularity of
transport services

(b)
To release the automobile flow from
the other flows



-FMake the parking area accessible only
from the roadway

Transports en commun / Piétons

(c)
To move away
the façades of the
buildings from the
automobile flow
and its potential
pollutions

(d)
To propose a
pedestrian space
in relation with
other spaces, and a
functioning adapted
to their scale

(e)
To associate public
transports and pedestrians into the same space,
according to a common
functioning and through
a same image



































-D- Clear the sidewalk running along the
buildings from most of the furniture,
and give it a width of at least half of the
proper site
-EInstall a sidewalk with dimensions equivalent to the first one, containing most of
the furniture, between the sidewalk and
the proper site

Bâti /
Flux















 = The configuration reinforces the intention, more or less strongly -  = The configuration does the contrary




[Context]
We consider the settlement of a line allotted to buses,
taxis, cyclists… in a way with a very wide profile (at
least 30m), having two service roads and of which the
parking area is not always busy.
The main road bears a to heavy traffic to allow the
settlement of a proper site and the sidewalks are not
very wide and not very animated at the same time: low
density of shops and local activities, residential place,
limit of urbanisation…

[Problems]
Place of a proper site into an arterial street with service roads
Fit out a proper space on an arterial road with a glutted traffic raise the question of its place. The creation
of an axial proper site benefits more to the enhancement of a monumental perspective, which is rarely
the case, and provokes an important effect of transverse disconnection, which is the thing we often try
to avoid. As for the lateral proper site, it is not very
well adapted to the presence of service roads: the accesses become complicated and the proper site, again,
strengthen the effect of transverse disconnection of
the arterial street profile.
Perception of proper space and of a service road utility and
embezzlement of those spaces
A “proper site for public transport” and a “service
road” are both spaces allotted to specific uses and
shown as such. Thus, because of the low frequency of
the vehicles passing that characterises them, “proper”,
“protected” or “dedicated” spaces often seem dead:
those empty spaces are likely to be perceived as not
used and not usable spaces by pedestrians as well as by
drivers. In case of heavy traffic, drivers on the jump
will be even more tempted to consider the service

road or the proper site as alternative ways, allowing
them to avoid traffic jam…
Poverty of the narrow sidewalks of a big arterial street
On a boulevard or an avenue constituting a major axe
of transport to the scale of a city and having service
roads, the public transport and motorists (stationed, in
service or in transit) fill the major part of the profile.
Pedestrians find themselves cut off along the façades,
on a sidewalk too narrow to contain a tree line. Thus,
plantings are often carried forward between the roadway and the service roads, on sidewalks that doesn’t
benefit directly to pedestrians and that appear quite
weak compared to the roadway they are edging.
Hard association of the public transports with pedestrian uses.
For pedestrians, the public transports constitute a way
to move more quickly on certain legs of their course:
by definition, a public transport’ user becomes again
a pedestrian as soon as he leaves the vehicle; he stops
to be a pedestrian as soon as he has the chance to get
back in a motor vehicle again. Thus, we could promote each mode and the transitions from one to the
other, by cleverly associating and bringing together
the spaces allotted to the pedestrian courses and to
the public transports. But public transports, which are
heavy modes of transport, have a large inertness in
terms of speed (low acceleration but good cruising
speed) as well as of trajectory (large turning circle)
that oppose them, by nature, to pedestrian courses
(forthright movements, low speed, small turning circles…). Thus, it’s not easy and even not secure to put
public transports and pedestrians in close contact into
a shared space or separated by the interface of a single
sidewalk…
.

[Parti]
Instead of creating a proper site on the verge of or
on the centre of the roadway, we decide to make
good use of the presence of the service roads. To
put inside the public transports and other soft
modes allow first to move away the motorists from
the buildings, and then to create a second “street”
edged by an enlarged sidewalk instead of the parking area.

FLESHING OUT : The intermediate
space edging the service road is fleshed out
by the installation, around a tree line, of urban furniture on the service road side, and
of a parking area on the roadway side.
The profile is thus composed of three elements :
* A big inter-field bringing together the
parking area, the furniture and the planting, which isolates the service road from
the main roadway for motorists and which
functions almost as the common counterfield of the two spaces.
* The primary field of the service road,
dedicated to public transports and to soft
modes, which form the axis of a little
“street into the arterial street”, edged by
sidewalks which are its secondary fields.
* The primary field of the motorist
roadway edged by the parking area, now
functioning quasi independently from the
service road.

The approach of the side street can be declined
according to 3 actions of conception successively
applied to the generic diagram of the service
roads :
DIVERT : In the service road, the motorists loose their place at the benefit of
pedestrians and cyclists that swerve to occupy the space located on the roadway side.
From the roadway, public transports are
diverted from the overall traffic in the perspective of associating them to the service
road functioning. We thus obtain :
* A service road cut in two with on one
side the little sidewalk forming a counterfield along the side of the buildings, and
on the other side, a sidewalk enlarged in a
secondary field, along the planted sidewalk
which make an inter-field between the
roadway and the service road space.
* A bus lane in proper site which make the
secondary field of the roadway.

[Operating Modes]

MOVE : The bus lane is moved from the
roadway to the space between the two
pedestrian sidewalks, thus occupying the
new central space of the service road. We
thus have :
* The central way of the service road playing the role of primary field reserved to
public transports, cycles, taxis…
* A counter-field dedicated to local pedestrian uses, running along the façades and
including public transports stops.
* A secondary field dedicated to pedestrians and functioning as the border of the
primary field of the public transports.
* An inter-field edging the service road
and differentiates its functioning of “little
street” inside the global profile of the arterial street.
CE = Center - CP = Primary Field - CS = Secondary Field - IC = Inter-Field - CC = Counter-Field - Ou = Opening

The side street is a powerful way to associate pedestrians to public transports: far from the central
roadway of the arterial street, the “soft” modes
share the space according to the simple scheme of a
“little street”: heavy and fast vehicles in the centre,
furniture and pedestrians on the sides, except when
the central space is free. The counter-way is less
a simple dependency of the roadway than a way
on its own that has been “taken back” along the
buildings.

[M1] When there is traffic on the proper
site, the edging sidewalks function as its
secondary fields : the overall form a “street
in the arterial street”. The inter-field which
separates pedestrians from motorist flows
is thus reduced to the tree line edging the
service road.
[M2] When the proper site is free, it functions with the space along the buildings,
like a big secondary field of the arterial
street, dedicated to pedestrians and separated from the motorist roadway by a wide
inter-field. This brings the functioning
scheme of the arterial street, back to the
basic scheme of an avenue or a boulevard.
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-C- Application case: designing the city entrance
of Wattrelos
I. Context and goals of the project

The experimentation was conducted at the beginning of preliminary studies of a design
project conducted by “Lille Métropole Communauté Urbaine” (LMCU, which is a political
and technical entity grouping the city of Lille and other cities around).
This project concerns the creation of a new road joining the future ring road and city centre of
Wattrelos, near the France-Belgium frontier.
The ring road does not exist yet and preliminaries have been conducted to elaborate the design
principle and sketches of the project. But when the future “way to the centre” enter the city,
the level of detail of these studies appear not enough relevant and precise in regard to the
complexity of the site: the urban part of the project needs a new design cycle to achieve more
precision and coherence both in the programme (future uses) and the design (future urban
arrangements).
Our team has thus been proposed to test NR2C design method and models to carry out this
new stage of the design, the LMCU being in charge of the project while the future
arrangements will be both managed by the LMCU and the city of Wattrelos.
The mission is quite simple: to complete a new design cycle from the studies already done
dealing with the whole of the project.

Localisation of the project: city entrance of Wattrelos
Contractor - Division: 01-LCPC
Author : D. Miet
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1. Departure of the “Way to the center”
2. Emplacement of the future ring road
3. Urban section of the project which is to be
re-designed

Existing site of the “Way to the centre”

Current project in the sub-urban part of the
project

Contractor - Division: 01-LCPC
Author : D. Miet
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Our work has followed the 3 steps previously defined in our design method and we tried to
make use of some of the design models developed within NR2C research project.

STAGES

Goal

1
FORMAL
DIAGNOSIS

Articulating and
confronting the
many preliminary
studies in such a
way that they may
be easily involved in
the design process.

2
FORMAL
EXPLORATION

Exploring and
opening the
possibilities at the
level of each design
entity and equally
from users’ and
designers’ points of
view.

3
FORMAL
SYNOPSIS

Integrating some of
the previously
developed potential
transformations into
global and coherent
design proposals.

Operations

 Distributing

 Composing

 Transforming

 Multiplying

 Assembling

 Tuning

Results

Units

Several overlapping
and imbricated
design entities and
sub-entities
conveying certain
urbanistic problems.

Design entities
=
local fields of
{uses – forms –
arrangements}
//
[local entities –
problems]

For each design
entity, several
potential
transformations and
their related
intentions and
configurations.

Design options
=
new local fields of
{uses – forms –
arrangements}
//
[intentions – partis
– configurations]

Some global and
coherent design
scenarios for the
transformation of the
existent site and
practices.

Design scenarios
=
global fields of
{uses – forms –
arrangements}
//
[programme –
drawing]

Formal Criteria

* Conceivability

* Composability

* Stability

* Significance

* Recomposability

* Recyclability

The 3 stages of one cooperative "design cycle": DIAGNOSIS, EXPLORATION AND SYNOPSIS

1) Formal diagnosis
This step first consists in analyzing the different layers composing the site:
-

parking places
traffic
pedestrian uses
cycle paths
shops and commerce
activities
access to parcels
building morphology
green spaces
etc.
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Buildings morphology and public spaces
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Empty spaces, trees and user perception of space

After having analyzed the site from these many points of view, the newt task is to make a kind
of a synthesis of these analysis in the form of some inter-related design entities.
We have thus distinguished first the global design entity of the site to be transformed (Way to
the Centre Arrival), to which we attached the analysis which were relevant at the global scale:
traffic, image of the city, transition from natural to urban environment, place of pedestrians,
influence of the park.
Then five overlapping design sub-entities have been redefined, each one articulating some
special and limited concerns. Each of these design sub-entities is then distributed again into
several sub-entities that can be taken for themselves and linked to each other.
Those links may be physical (a continuous tree alignment for example), functional (pedestrian
flow, perception of sunlight, distribution of available parking places…) or mental (the two
forecourts of the project are mentally associated with their respective main buildings)
allowing these entities and sub-entities to overlap themselves: entity “A1” of Wattrelos
project for example, belongs both to entities “A” and “B” into which it plays two distinct
roles.

Contractor - Division: 01-LCPC
Author : D. Miet
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I. FORMAL DIAGNOSIS
“Wattrelos Way to the Centre” project:

 Distribution: identification and
localization of the design entities

 Composition: constitution and division
of these entities into overlapping subentities
First level : Global design entity:
W. “Way to the Centre Arrival”
Second level : Design sub-entities:

W
distributed

A. "Entrance of Wattrelos": perception of
the transition into the urban environment,
kinds of pedestrian uses of the crossroad
space, visibility of the Lion Park, traffic and
parking, bus stop position...
A
E
B

C. "Parking and Forecourt of the Primary
School": safety of the primary school
forecourt, cyclists flows, visibility…

D
C

D. "The Pollet Street": speed of vehicles,
parking places, place for cyclists…

-Wcomposed

C distributed

B. "Forecourt of the School of Music":
symbolic image and visibility of the school,
legibility of the forecourt, life and
sympathetic character of a large space…

E. "The Back Street": continuity of
pathways, interfaces with buildings…

B distributed

A distributed

A1

A2

C5
C2
C1

A3
C4

B1

A1
A4

B3
C3

-C- composed

Contractor - Division: 01-LCPC
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The analysis of the context and problems is then spatially organized in a general table into
which design entities are associated with respective “problems” and “intentions”.
For the global design entity of this project, the “problems” are the following ones:

Location of the urban’ project
* It is about the re-designing of the old railway station, which is today the
music school (B), and of its surroundings.
* It is also the renewal part of the road project on the way to the centre, the
urban part, which contrasts with all the rest of the layout that will be “new”.

The opened but narrow nature of the public space
* The urban project is located in a context where volumes are hardly defined:
spaces have no clear and perceptible’ limits; The Pollet street (D) and its
adjacent streets, except the street of the railway, are poorly structured; the
public space is overall very « opened » and « vague ».
* However, the area is also made of a set of little spaces isolated from each
others, in particular the car parking (C) hedged in, or the forecourt of the
music school (B) cut up by its central massive’ bedding plant, which make
difficult a global reading of the space as well as a relatively weak
permeability of the space to pedestrian crossings

The public’ space possibilities of uses
* The built density is relatively weak and there are few ground floor’
activities : the entry of Wattrelos is slightly off-centered from its town
centre, which is accessible by the Delory street (A) or by the street of the
railway station (B).
* The reduced activity is compensated by the quite symbolic presence of
the music school (B) as well as by the project of creating a first school
(C).
* The supply of car parking is largely enough for the sector, even if
locally some areas are much more used than others (in particular at the
entrance of the city (A) and at the forecourt of the music school (B), because
of their closeness) which can give an impression of a lack of street parkings
in some areas.
* The park of the Lion (A) could constitute a big asset for the city and in
particular for the area of entrance in the city, if it had a visibility and a frame
of the size of its geometric dimensions.
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The “intentions” follow, emerging from our discussion with the LMCU around each of the
design entities:

Pursue the road project of the way to the centre
 The « way to the centre » project has the specific characteristic of
depending on a management of the water at the territory level’ project,
due to a planted valley following the course of the way.
 Concerning the urban section of the project, the landscaping ambition
must be reduced by a work on the composition of public spaces.

Defining a specific atmosphere and image for this « arrival » of the way to
the centre
 Signalize the passage and the transition in the urban environment.
 Give a global reading and image of a significant place to the city scale.
 Make the presence of the park and its landscaping’ influence
perceptible from the main place of Wattrelos

Make a veritable piece of city, able to welcome urban uses Fabriquer un
véritable morceau de ville qui puisse accueillir des usages urbain
 Provoke a modification of the uses of the road when arriving « in
town », in particular a reduction of drivers’ speed.
 Restore a clear hierarchy of the street network: the way to the centre
and the Delory street are the main axes; the street to the railway, the street of
the Basanos and the end at the east of the street Catteau, are secondary axes.
 Create a balancing of the modes of movements, while reassuring
and protecting the « weak » modes: show that bicycle practice is not
dangerous, give confidence to pedestrians, conduce all users to pay attention
to the others
 Make accessible the all public space to pedestrians, and then to soft
modes; allow passages, direct trajectories and simplicity of progression.
This process of co-definition of both problems and intentions is repeated concerning all the
project design sub-entities for which specific considerations are developed in discussion with
the LMCU representing the city of Wattrelos.
After the completion of this multi-level diagnosis, next stage of the process is that of “formal
exploration”.
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2) Formal exploration
This stage consists in transforming the design entities of the diagnosis

Initial state

EXTEND the park of the Lion until the internal
urban’ section of the street Pollet: make that the
arrival of the way to the centre be perceived as a
kind of public and urban part of the park, or as its
big forecourt.

REVERSE by moving frankly from a non urban
environment, where landscape’ elements dominate,
to a very urban environment, where the built’
elements and mineral qualities are stronger.

ALTERNATE by putting a very « mineral »
section at the level of the forecourt of the music
school, coming after the way to the centre which
is quite « green » in its character, in order to
finally come back to a more « green » final
section.
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II. FORMAL EXPLORATION
"Wattrelos Way to the Centre" project:

 Transformation and multiplication of the
global design entity into 3 stable and distinct
design options:
W’. Progressive transition from the
countryside to the urban environment.
W’’. Strong contrast between spaces that are
outside of the city and spaces that are inside.

-W- initial field

-W’- first potential transformation

-W’’- second potential transformation

W’’’. Alternation of spaces with an “urban”
atmosphere and spaces with a “landscaped”
character.

-W’’’- third potential transformation
II. FORMAL EXPLORATION
"Wattrelos Way to the Centre" project:

 Transformation and multiplication of one
design entity into 3 stable and distinct design
options:
A’. Entrance of Wattrelos organized as one
and the same space around the crossroads.
A’’. Door effect to strengthen the passage into
a new environment.

A initial field

A’ first potential transformation
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Both diagnosis and exploration are conducted at the global and local level, thus producing a
table gathering many micro-design processes into a same general framework:
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3) Formal synopsis
This last step of the design cycle consists in drawing some global design scenarios on the
basis of the different partis explored at all local levels.
These scenarios are made to be “recomposable”: they show particular combinations of local
solutions; these combinations are not rigid and are meant to evolve according to the reaction
of political representative and population to the first finalization of the design.
This is why this formal synopsis expresses both:
-

a solution to the initial problem, the answer to some of the
initial question;
some new programmatic questions for future design cycles.

Design perimeter
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Recomposable design scenarios

Scenario 1
(implementing
the “alternated
street” design
model)

Scenario 2
(implementing
the “curtained
street” design
model)

Scenario 3
(implementing
the “dual
street” design
model)

Scenario 4
(implementing
the “curtained
street” and the
“reserved
platform under
arches” design
models)
Contractor - Division: 01-LCPC
Author : D. Miet
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Scenario 2 (implementing the “curtained street” design model)
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Scenario 3 (implementing the “dual street” design model)

Scenario 4 (implementing the “curtained street” and the “reserved platform under arches” design models)
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SCENARIO 4 implementing the “curtained street” and the “reserved platform under arches” design models
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III. The role of design models in the process
Formalized design models can play several roles in a design process. One design model can
for example occur at the end of a succession of design ideas linked to each other as in the
following process: the idea of the “curtained street” emerge from a series of design
operations; it is then possible to refer to the model as it ha been formalized (scenario II).

Huge tree
alignement

One unique
forecourt

Curtained
Street

Wide perspective
over the park
entrance

Straight and
regular road
pavement

But a design model can also be at the origin of a design scenario (as in scenario III):

Aerial water
collection of the
road project

Forecourt of the
scholl of music
Small sidewalk
on the side of the
forecourt
One small and
one big sidewalk

Separation =
continuation of
the aerial water
collection

Dual street
The forecourt is
the « big
sidewalk »
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Conclusion
This whole work has only been started within the NR2C project. But the methodology for
making street projects, design models and design operators has been drafted and is now
available for improvements and more extensive applications:
-

-

-

Our method oriented on design entities has been applied in the Wattrelos project and
has allowed a continuous cooperation leading to a programme and the drawing of first
sketches. This method is now documented and usable for new projects.
Some generic design models have been formalized and are available to support the
design of multimodal and multilevel street projects: 5 models of “main streets”, 5
models of “bus lanes” and 5 models of “avenues and boulevards”, showing a wide
range of alternative modes of organizing the urban realm.
A set of design operators has been created in order to help interpreting, transforming,
organizing and formalizing new design models that may involve subjects which have
not yet been treated within the existing set of formalized design models.

Those design models and design operators have not yet been directly confronted with theories
and models from other disciplines. They are now available for such a future work of
consolidation.
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